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ANALYSIS OF THE D.C. ELECTRIC FIELD FOR A
PIPELINE IN A THREE LAYERED EARTH

I. INTRODUCTION

The Statement and Purpose of the Problem

The introduction of high voltage direct-current into the earth

may create extreme hazard for any buried, electrically conductive

body. The hazard to a conductive pipeline, such as a gas pipeline is

created by its affinity for the interception of earth current. These

injected currents may produce inordinate amounts of deleterious,

transverse leakage current across the protective insulating coating,

which partially isolates the metallic conductor from the effects of cur-

rent pickup. Leakage current is harmful and must be suppressed in

regions of exit from the pipeline into the earth. These regions of

leakage current from pipeline to earth are anodic areas (21) at which

metal solution takes place. Coatings applied to buried pipelines prior

to their installation in the ground provide 100 percent protection only

if they are totally impervious electrically and completely cover the

surface.

The advent of the transmission of high voltage direct current,

utilizing ground return under emergency conditions, has generated

interest in methods of predicting current, leakage current, and re-

sultant earth potential in and around the immediate proximity of
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buried, conductive pipelines.

This paper develops an equation which describes the axial cur-

rent, leakage current, resultant electric field along the coating sur-

face, and the resultant potential occurring when a pipeline is buried

within a resistive earth. The pipeline equation has been programmed

upon the 0. S. U. CDC 3300 computer and the above quantities obtained

for several interesting and contrasting test cases. The chief asset

for this method stems from the fact that order of magnitude answers

should be obtainable from this approach, with few input parameters,

for a large assortment of buried pipeline situations.
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II. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

In this chapter, the most important contributions of the various

researchers in the field shall be presented. The interest in problems

concerned with buried conductive pipelines started in the early dec-

ades of this century and is still of contemporary concern.

Some of the earliest mentions of the problem are found in sev-

eral interesting and informative mathematical papers by Fritz Noether

(12, 13, 14). Noether considered an uncoated infinite pipeline buried

in a homogeneous conductive medium. A D.C. current, injected into

the medium at a remote surface point, produces an electric field

everywhere in the medium. The Noether work proceeds from purely

physical considerations to relate the charge induced upon the pipeline

surface, by the driving electric field, to the pipeline conductivity, volt-

age, and dimension characteristics. From the boundary condition re-

lating the normal electric displacement at an interface to the surface

charge, an expression for the charge induced is derived. This in-

duced surface charge becomes the source of a distributed secondary

field which is superimposed upon the field produced by the injection

electrode. From these physical conditions, Noether formulates an

integral equation for the current in the uncoated infinite pipeline and

the potential distribution in proximity to it. The several papers of

Noether are an excellent starting point for acquiring a physical and
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mathematical intuition for the buried pipeline problem. The present

paper relies heavily upon the physical arguments of Noether.

Throughout the 1930's, an interest in the mutual impedance of

buried conductors, by researchers like Sunde (20, 21), Riordan (16)

and Foster (15), led to the development of certain aspects of the stray

current pickup problem. Various buried, coated-conductor configura-

tions were studied and mutual impedances derived. Sunde (20) wrote

an exhaustive paper describing the A. C. propagation of current on

buried pipelines. Essentially, this work considered a buried,,coated

conductor of infinite length subject to a time harmonic driving field

along its axis. A Fourier transform solution was possible. Expres-

sions for the current, transverse leakage current, and the potential

distribution were derived. Riordan and Sunde (16) collaborated on a

study of the mutual impedance of conductors buried in the stratified

two layered earth. This stratified media represented an improved

geophysical model for the earth.

A renewed interest in the problem has been generated within the

last five years. Hopper (6) and Associates studied the problem of a

pipeline buried in a multi-layered conductive earth excited by a D.C.

surface electrode.. A set of curves, generated from a digital com-

puter program, was presented showing the effects of various coating

materials, and strata resistivities. Langmuir (9) of the California

Institute of Technology examined a buried coated conductor subject to
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various field excitations. His short paper predicts a pickup region

surrounding the pipeline, which is used as a criterion to estimate the

proximity at which earth currents from an injection electrode are ap-

preciably disturbed and attracted into the conductor.

The present study builds upon these previous endeavors to for-

mulate a coated pipeline equation for a pipeline buried in a three

layered earth. Computer programs have been developed which widen

the scope of the problem to include an improved computation of the

perturbation effects of the pipeline. Furthermore, cases for which

the current at the ends of the pipeline is non-zero may now be handled.
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
OF A COATED PIPELINE BURIED WITHIN A THREE

LAYERED EARTH

In this chapter we state the physical assumptions of the problem

and develop an heuristic derivation of the pipeline equation. Through-

out the development, the physical significance of the various quanti-

ties shall be stressed clearly and succinctly. Expressions for the

current within the pipeline, the leakage current transverse to the

pipeline, the secondary field produced by the induced pipeline current,

and the resultant potential in proximity to the pipeline are derived.

Physical Assumptions

Throughout the remainder of the paper we consider a conductive

pipeline of axial extent, L, and metallic conductor radius, a,

buried in the uppermost crust of a horizontally stratified conductive

earth. The pipeline under consideration, shown elementally in Fig-

ure 1, is coated with an insulating material which attempts to shield

it from the primary direct-current excitation injected into the earth at

a remote, high-voltage, direct-current, injection electrode facility.

The conductive pipeline is described electrically by a bulk resistance

per unit length, R. The adhered protective coating is character-

ized by a conductance per unit length, g, and infinitesimal thick-

ness, 5. To arrive at a bulk description of the resistance per unit
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length of the pipeline, the assumption of uniform axial current density

across a pipe cross-sectional area is employed. Since the thickness

of the protective coating is assumed infinitesimal with respect to pipe

radius, we disregard its contribution to any surface area orthogonal

to the pipeline axis. This assumption requires that the resistance to

axial current be solely that which is produced by the metallic portion

of the pipe. On the other hand, in a coordinate direction transverse

to the axis of the pipeline, the high resistivity of the coating material

presents an effective high resistance to transverse current. In addi-

tion, the smallness of the pipeline radius with respect to other dimen-

sions of interest allows us to assume that any current leaving or en-

tering the pipeline has azimuthal independence. These are the fore-

most assumptions upon which the future discussion shall be based.

The Derivation of the Current Equation for a Buried,
Conductive Pipeline

i(x) v V
e j(x+A x)
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Figure 1. Pipeline elemental length.
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Figure 1 depicts a typical elemental length of the pipeline. The

quantities of major importance to the discussion are indicated on the

sketch. The definitions of the quantities on Figure 1 are:

Cr = pipeline conductivity in mhos per unit length;

o-e = adjacent earth conductivity in mhos per unit length;

crc = coating material transverse conductivity in mhos per unit

length;

v V = axial component of the potential gradient measured within

the pipeline in volts per unit length;

= adjacent earth axial component of the potential gradient in
e

volts per unit length;

j = coating current density measured orthogonal to the axial

dimension of the pipeline in amperes per unit area;

dit = line increment across coating;

= line increment inside pipeline;

die = line increment adjacent to coating in earth.

The point of departure for the present discussion is the conser-

vative line integral of the electric field about any closed path trans-

versing the metallic pipeline, insulating coating, and adjacent earth.

di = 0 (1)
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9

The term on the right hand side of Equation (1) may be reduced by the

Taylor expansion,
-.-a3

X0
3X + X 3X + a X

AX
0

where

p x L-w df = df
p

Rearrangi.: a .ation 3,
aj

x0
x

0
+Ax- j x

o
ax 6x

(3)

(4)

This may now be substituted into Equation (2) and a limiting

process over the pipe length performed yielding a relation hold-

ing at any arbitrary point

6j
1

x0
Lim 1(v Vp- vVe)dx}= Lim { /Ix 0" a X

x} (5)
0 Ax-r0

The limiting process to represent Equation (5) as a point func-

tion in terms of the bulk properties and the pipeline current is
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achieved by utilizing the assumptions of uniform, axial current den-

sity, negligible coating thickness and by representation of R. The

longitudinal resistance per unit length, R, is found from

T- (x) = cr
P

E
P

(x) [amps area-11

Using the gradient of potential,

where

av (x)
J (x) = -o-
p

P
p ax

I (x) av (x)
o- f ax
p

J = uniform, axial current den.sity;

I = axial pipeline current;

f = cross-sectional area of the pipe.

(6)

(7)

All other quantities in Equation (7) have been previously defined.

From the usual definition of resistance, the coefficient of the current

in Equation (7) is just the resistance per unit length:

R =
o-

1

f
[ohms length-1]

p

(8)

To demonstrate the dependence of the right-hand side of Equa-

tion (5) upon a lumped, transverse conductance per unit length, g,

and the axial current, an analogous set of arguments closely
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paralleling those for the longitudinal resistance shall be examined.

For this part of the derivation, the field concept of conductance is

employed. The coating material encapsulates the pipeline and forms

the equivalent of a pair of coaxial cylinders with the earth acting as a

terminating conductor of radius b and the pipeline, an inner con-

ductor of radius a. The transverse electric field in the coating is

AV 1 jEt = ()
b o-ln a

but I = 2traij must be conserved.

Thus
It 2Turc

(AV)/ g bIn
a

(9)

In addition, for the particular case of interest here, the outer radius

differs from the inner radius by the infinitesimal quantity 5.

b a+5 5
= 1 +a a a (10)

For small arguments, ln(l+x) x + higher order terms. Thus

b 6ln(a ) = a and Equation (10) becomes

2-rro-cag
6

(mhos length-1) (11)

fFrom continuity of current, J dS = 0, the total current
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flowing into a small volume of the pipeline is zero. From Figure 2,

it is seen that the total current leaving the small pipeline volume is
ai aI

I + ----edx. Thust ax It = - ax dx.

e)
It

ar
>- 1(x) + a+:dx

Figure 2. Pipeline element for transverse current density
calculation.

Since the transverse current It in terms of its transverse

current density j(x) is

j(x)dx2Tra

for uniform azimuthal variation, we have

where

.91,,(x) -1j(x) = [amp area
ax(2Tra)

a
p

(12)

a = unit vector orthogonal to pipeline axis, positively directed

into the earth.

Equation 12 reflects the assumption that the transverse current
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density is independent of azimuth and shows that it depends only upon

the axial rate of change of axial current.

By substitution of Equations (8), (9), and (12) into Equation (4),

the following is obtained for the pipeline current in terms of conven-

tional field theory lumped-bulk parameters, axial current, and the

axial gradient of the neighboring earth potential.

1 dzI(x)- RI(x) = vV(x)
dx2

e

Separation of the Source Fields into Primary and
Secondary Components

(13)

A cursory examination of Equation (13) shows that some ambi-

guity still exists in the complete description of the quantities in terms

of the axial current; since the functional dependence of the gradient

termhas still not been related to its sources. This ambiguity shall be

removed by separating Equation (13) into a primary and secondary

field. We achieve this by writing the resultant field Ee (x) as the

sum of an impressed, or primary, and a secondary component.

where

Fe (x)
o

(x)+
s

(x)) (14)

Eo(x) = the axial component of the primary field excitation at

the arbitrary point x;



Es(x) = the axial component of the secondary field at an arbi-

trary point x.

The primary field Eo(x) is caused by the injected electrode

current I

14

which produces an impressed field in the earth with or

without the presence of a pipeline. It acts as the main, distributed

driving field for axial excitation of the buried pipeline. The second-

ary electric field E (x) is caused by current in the conductor and

the potential between conductor and an adjacent point in the earth.

We shall formulate the secondary field in terms of the kernel

function of the geophysical model employed for our earth. This

model, which is discussed in Appendix B, describes the reflection

properties for a D.C. injection source in terms of the layer thick-

nesses and respective layer resistivities (6).

By considering the boundary condition at an interface between

two conducting media, it is found that a charge accumulates upon the

interface. The elemental pipeline section, Figure 3, shows the con-

figuration of a coating layer between the earth and pipeline. The in-

terfaces between these layers have induced line charges, q(x), which

are the sources of secondary fields that modify the field produced by

the injection electrodes.



+ Lx Pipe- coating

0e Earth- coating

Figure 3. Pipeline element showing interfaces upon which
charges accumulate.

A line charge at an interface boundary has the general mathe-

matical form

where

q.
1

(x) = Lim {e $(7.-f.
13

cfg.,}
Ax 0

electric field in the ith media;

electric field in the ,th

15

(15)

charge induced upon the boundary surface between the ith

.thand 3 media;

dS
= elemental surface area at the i, j interface = 2Trailx.

ij

Since j = o-.E j = o-.E at an interface, we have, from
n. n. n. 3 n.

1 1

Equation (15),
o-,

q..lj (x) = Lim {E
s(..Cr.

1 -1)E
11..oS..}.

(16)
Ax --4-0 1
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Since the pipeline coating is infinitesimally thin with respect to

the distances to all viewing points of interest, the charges at the two

interfaces (pipeline to coating qpc (x), and coating to earth qce(x))

may be superimposed and combined to give an effective point charge.

Cr

q total (x) = qce (x) q
pc (x) Lim {E

o-
- 1)4-(1- c )1E dS}

e nc

o-c
crc

(x)
0

Lim {E (---
0

)Enc dS}total .

Ax-"0

Since Cr >> cre

q total (x) =
Cr

Lim S'o-cEnc dS .
e Ax-'

(17)

(18)

From the assumption of negligible coating thickness used pre-

viously for the derivation of Equation (12), the right-hand side of

Equation (18) is just

Thus

axLim { .co-cE dS} = - 57

E 81qtotal (X) = -
o- ax

e

(19)

(20)

This distributed induced charge which is the source of the secondary

field may be represented as a continuous array of sources situated

upon the center line of the pipeline which must satisfy boundary prop-

erties of the kernel function described in Appendix B. Notationally,



the secondary electric field magnitude parallel to the pipeline be-

comes

where

Es = d
s dx

pipeline
length

17

(21)

K(x, a) = kernel function describing the reflection weighting

produced by the strata at point x by the source

point .

Equation (21) shall now be inserted into Equation (13) to obtain

the final form of the pipeline equation describing the effects of a di-

rect current upon a buried pipeline.

where

21 d I(x) ai
- RI(x) = -E

o dx(x)- K(x, a) (22)
g

dx

g = transverse leakage conductance in mhos per mile;

R = longitudinal pipe resistance in ohms per mile;

Eo(x) = magnitude of the primary electric field at the point x,

in volts per mile;

I(x) = axial current within the pipeline in amperes;

K(x, a) = kernel function describing the transmission properties

of the chosen geophysical model representation of the
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earth in ohms;
am) transverse leakage current at the source point in

amperes per mile.

Solution Procedural Steps

Essentially, the solution procedure shall focus upon the conver-

sion of Equation (22) into a set of n linear, algebraic equations

,whosesolution is the value I(x.), j = 1, n. The formulation is clari-
J

fied by writing Equation (21) in the following manner

where

IcTx, SdK(x, a) a' dSax

g
-1 d 2I(x) RI(x) = N(x, a)

ax
2

(23)

(24)

L{I(x)} = N(x, a) (25)

N(x, a) = -E(x) - a) = the resultant electric field;

L[I(x)] = operator on I(x);

11-x, a) = secondary field produced by the transverse current.

With the equation described in this manner, the method proceeds

through the following steps:

1. Assume zero initial spatial variation of current along the

pipeline.
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2. Utilize this assumption to evaluate the integral K(x, a).

3. Find the resultant field N(x, a).

4. Solve the differential equation with the approximate result-

ant field N1(x, a) for the current I
1(x).

5. Update the solution by formulating all (0/ ag and repeat-

ing steps 2 through 4.

The repetition of these five steps should rapidly converge to a

solution for the differential equation; since the primary field is the

source which must dominate the solution everywhere except in regions

in which a transient occurs. At closest proximity to the electrode,

the pipeline is the best conductor present; and earth current is at-

tracted into the pipeline; since the pipeline field is trying to follow

the primary field or driving field. As appreciable current is drawn

into the pipeline, the potential difference between pipe and perturbed

earth field finally becomes equal to zero and the pipeline becomes

positive with respect to the earth. Since the pipeline is a better con-

ductor than the neighboring earth, current leaves the pipeline grad-

ually over most of the remaining axial extent of the pipeline. Thus,

8I/ag has appreciable variation for only a relatively small distance

away from the nearest electrode location.

The Resultant Potential in Proximity to the Buried Pipeline

The resultant potential variation along the outside of the pipeline
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coating is obtained from Equation (22) by integration with respect to

x.

1

g
dI(x) + V(x) = Vo(x) SK(x, a) fcg (26)dx

Figure 4 should clarify the physical situation. By studying the sketch

of the cross-sectional pipeline coating element, it is seen that the left-

hand side of Equation (26) represents the magnitude of the resultant

potential in the earth immediately adjacent to the coating of the buried

pipeline.

1 dI
g dx T

V 0)
ropwrow-dopy,"

V( x)

ra - mro

Coating

Figure 4. Pipeline element for potential calculation.
1 dIThe quantity
g

, referred to in the literature (20) as the
dx

pipe-to-soil potential V is, for most measurement interests, (21)ps

the potential which is monitored by a copper-copper sulfate half cell

and utilized as a control criterion for reducing harmful leakage cur-
dIrent dx . The potential adjacent to the coating surface may be
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V(x, a, 0) = V(x) + I dl
a.x

= v0 (x) $ ai
K(x, a) 4
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(27)

The second line of Equation (27) is of paramount interest since the re-

sultant earth potential, described in an ensuing section of the paper,

is computed by solving this equation using a digital computer.

For the computation of the resultant potential anywhere upon the

surface of the earth, it is a straightforward mathematical process to

write

V(x, y) = Vo(x,
y) - $K(x, y) ai (28)

This equation succinctly states that a summation of the induced

sources, the integral term weighted by the kernel K(x, y) referred

to the pipeline as a co-ordinate reference system with the x axis

coinciding with the center line of the buried pipeline, may be super-

imposed upon the primary potential produced by the D.C. injection

electrodes. This potential can be computed using the digital com-

puter.
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IV. PREPARATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
FOR THE SOLUTION BY DIGITAL COMPUTER

An approximation technique is now needed to convert the basic

equation of this paper into a set of linear algebraic equations which

are compatible with the digital computer. From a perusal of Equa-

tion (21) for the axial current, it is apparent that a numerical differ-

entiation must be performed. The Simpson rule evaluation with un-

equal axial division shall be formulated for the integral on the right-

hand side of Equation (21). A central difference approximation shall

be applied on the left-hand side of Equation (22) to reduce it from a

continuous to a discrete equation. By utlizing these techniques, Equa-

tion (21) is transformed into a set of n linear algebraic equations

whose solution is the current at n discrete locations corresponding

to n axial divisions of the pipeline. Since the matrix of coefficients

for the system of n linear algebraic equations is sparse, the solu-

tion is obtained by an elimination technique when a suitable set of end

boundary conditions are stipulated. This paper considers both zero

and non-zero currents at the pipeline axial extremes. The choice of

an elimination technique (9) over a relaxation technique will be shown

to reduce the necessary array storage on the digital computer.

Linearization of the Differential Equation

The procedural steps described in the previous section shall
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now be implemented to form Equation (22) into a set of n linear

algebraic equations. We examine the resultant electric field and its

integral for the secondary field separate from the derivative of the

current and the current term.

Since the variation of the axial current and leakage current is

rapid in that relatively restricted region of the pipeline close to an

electrode, the grid spacing must be smaller than in those pipeline

regions of relatively slow variation. Therefore, two different grid

spacings are used. In the rapidly varying leakage current regions, a

refined smaller grid size (h
B

) is used. In the less rapidly varying

regions, a larger grid size (hF) is used. Within either region

(11B or hF )
'

the standard Taylors expansion central difference

equations for the second derivative applies

where

I(x.+h)+I(x.-h)- 2I(x.)
I -:"(x.)

h2

, refined grid region, or,

, gross grid region,

x. = j th grid location.

(29)

At the intersection between the two different spacings, the complete

central difference equation is used



I(x .+h )h )h - (h +h )I(x.)
-71.11(x.) FB jBF F B

h h +h )BF B F
2
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(30)

which reduces to Equation (29) in either region. This discretization

process is combined with the term proportional to I(x.) to form

the operator Lh ( )I(x.)

B, F

{hBI(x.+h )+h I(x.-h )- (h +h )1( .)iF F j B BF j
Lh (I(x.)) = - RI(x. (31)

g hBhF (h B
+hF )

B, F J

2

Except at intersections of grid-size changes, Equation (31) becomes

1 I (x+h)+I(x-h) r 2L (I(x )) =
g J Lh j 2

h 2 gh
(32)

Equation (32) is combined with the discrete representation of the pri-

mary field E(x) and the secondary field integral to formulate the

discrete set of linear, algebraic equations which can be solved using

a digital computer.

Simpson'sRule Evaluation of the Secondary Field Integral

To complete the process of reducing the pipeline equation to a

set of n linear algebraic equations, an approximate integration

which handles cases of unevenly spaced grids and an uneven number

of axial partitions must also be derived. In the ordinary, widely
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known and used technique called Simpson's rule, the number of inter-

vals into which the total interval is divided is an even number 2n.

A technique which obviates the criterion of 2n intervals is

discussed in Lanczos (7). Briefly, as Figure 5 shows, this is

achieved as follows: consider an arbitrary division of the total in-

terval into k evenly spaced divisions where k is odd.

x x x xxX1 X2 X3 X4
I I

x x-
N 1- 1t

X=-I.. S

Figure 5. Illustration of Simpsonirule.

The first three or last three partitions are treated separately

leaving an even number of intervals for which the ordinary Simpson

rule applies. The three removed partitions are treated by formulating
1the mean function
2

[f(x +l. 5h) + f(-x+1. 5h)1 centered about a refer-
2ence point of x = 1. 5. A parabola y = co + cix may be utilized

to approximate the mean function since only the even portion of the

function contributes to the area under the curve between the limits

± 1. 5. By perusal of the parabola at x = 0. 5 and x = 1. 5, the

coefficients
0

and c
1

are evaluated.



co = [9[f(2)+f(3)i- [f(1)+f(4)]

1
c

1
=

4
[f(1 )+f (4)- [f (2)+f(3)] ]

The evaluation of the area under the curve between ± 1. 5 is

rAREA = 313(f
2

+f
3

)+(f
1

+f
4

)1
8
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(33)

(34)

The mean approximation of the area is now Combined with the remain-

ing partitions to complete the approximation of the integral.

For the remaining partitions, the formula,

hy =
3

[y
0
+2y

1
+4y

2
. . . +2y2n_ 2n- 1+Y2n]

(35)

where y0 = f4, comes into operation (9). To carry out the evalua-

tion of Simpson's rule for the integrand of the secondary field integral,

a discrete evaluation of the current derivative is necessary. Since

the integral (Equation 23) to be evaluated has a derivative within the

integrand, a special technique which approximates this derivative by

a cubic equation is derived.

Consider the equation

whose derivative is

Y(x) = c0 + c + c 2x2 + c x3

(x) = c
1

+ 2c 2x
+ 3c3x2 (36)
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The number of terms for a numerical integration is dictated by

the requirement that the integrand be adequately sampled in regions

of rapid variation. To adequately sample, a more densely spaced

grid was evaluated in those regions of close proximity to an injection

electrode, corresponding to the hB grid size described previously.

Within this region, the derivative term of the integrand was approxi-

mated by using a sliding grid.

0 1 2 3

Figure 6. Sliding grid for SimpsonVrule.

The derivative is found at each grid location by superimposing a

sliding grid system upon a reference system with origin x. = 0.
3-1

The sliding grid is shown in Figure 6. This allows a rapid and effi-

cient digital computer computation by solving Equation (36), written,

y(0) = CO

y(h) = c0 + hci + h2c2 + h3c3

c0 + 2hc1 + 4h 2 c2 + 8h3
c

3

co + 3hc
1

+ 9h 2c
2

+ 27h3
c

3

y(2h) =

y(3h) =

(37)



at each grid location, for the coefficient vector

C

0

cl

c2

c3

In matrix form, the above

.

is written

0 0 0

Y = XC

0

where

1 h h2 h3
X =

1 2h 4h2 8h3

1 3h 4h2 27h
3

is the coefficient matrix and

Y =

y(0)

y(h)

y(2h)

y(3h)
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is the current vector which is composed of the current entries at the

neighboring grid points. Thus C = X-1 Y may be found, providing

X is non-singular. When the C vector is found, the current de-

rivatives are found by substituting the values C1' c2, and c3 into

y'(x.) = c + 2c
2
h + 3c3h2

J 1

(38)



and

y'(xj+1) = c
1

+ 4c 2h + 12c
3
h 2
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(39)

Since the reference system slides after every two calculations,

the coefficient matrix X is found once. Since the increment spac-

ing h is a scale factor appearing in the inverse of the coefficient

matrix X, the inverse matrix X-1 is computed with h = 1 and

a routine is performed at the end of one complete computation which

adjusts the current derivative results by the proper h, i. e. , h=hB

in the more refined grid region; h = hF, in the less refined grid

region.

As the axial pipeline distance from nearest injection proximity

increases, the variation of current diminished and a less dense sam-

pling (hF) is necessary. The approximation for the derivative is

evaluated from a central difference formula (9) in the integrand region

having a smoother variation. At a transition from one grid size to

another, an evaluation of Equation (37) is needed in which h changes

for some of the four equations.

To review briefly, the secondary field integration is performed

in the following manner. A Simpson'trule evaluation is performed

which doesn't depend upon an even number of spacings. A more dense

spacing is used in regions of rapid current variation. In this sampling

section of the integral, a cubic approximation to the derivative aiia
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is used. A larger, less dense spacing is employed for the integral

sampling regions where 8I /8t is reduced. In this latter region, a

straightforward central difference approximation for the derivative is

used.

The approximation for the integral is combined with the primary

field to form N(x, a). Thus, the matrix equation which represents

the linear algebraic set of n equations becomes

where

LI = N (40)

L = coefficient matrix generated by the operator L [I(x.)];h j

I = current vector describing the current at j locations along

the pipeline axial direction;

N = resultant field vector at the j locations along the pipeline

axial direction.

The solution of Equation (38) shall now be discussed. An elimi-

nation technique, as opposed to an iterative relaxation method, shall

be used since the matrix is tridiagonal (1, 9). A tridiagonal matrix

is a sparse matrix. Non-zero entries occur only along the diagonal

and along semi-diagonals immediately above and below the main di-

agonal, all other entries being zero. An iterative technique requires

storing in computer memory all n x n entries. The elimination

technique (9) which shall be used only requires storing in computer
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memory the diagonal vector and the semi-diagonal vectors above and

below the main diagonal. This reduces storage to a maximum of 3n

coefficient entries which minimizes the memory allocation needed.

The usual boundary conditions chosen for the pipeline are

I
0

= In
+1

= 0. The justification for this choice of boundary condition

follows from the form of the primary field, the exponential nature of

the attenuating pipeline field, and the remoteness of the pipeline ex-

tremities from the nearest earth injection electrode. After an initial

spatial transient in which the pipeline field rises toward the primary

field parallel to the pipeline, the pipeline electric field decays expo-

nentially with an amplitude that is determined by the primary electric

field. When the transient is reduced, the pipeline field follows

the functional shape of the primary field and the field strength

reduces by an order of magnitude approximately every three miles.

This rapid fall-off in field makes it physically realistic to assume

I
0

= I
n+1

= 0. Since the pipeline coating reduces the flow of current

into the pipeline, this boundary condition choice becomes even more

realistic with higher resistive coatings. For a pipeline which is ra-

dially directed away from an injection electrode, these conditions are

not always a true physical representation.

If non-zero end currents are to be considered, non-zero values

for I
0

and I
n+1

must be specified. The specification may be

made from an iterative process which insures continuity of current



across the ends of the pipeline.

To illustrate the elimination technique for n pipeline seg-

ments, consider the following:

B0 I
1

+ C1I2 = N1 - A -1I0

A 011 + B
1
I

2
+ C

2
I

3
= N2

A
1
I

2
+ B 213 + C 314 N3

This L matrix is

L =

where

BO C
1

A
0

B
1
C

2

A
1

B
2C 3

An-2 In-1 + Bn-1 In = Nn - Cn In+1

0
A. B.C.

J-1 J .1+1

A.B. C.
J+1 .1+2

A. B C
3+1

B. C.

An-2 Bn-1

-
2

2
B. = (-- +R)

ghB

2
-Bj+1 = (gh

13
h +R)

F

i = 0, j
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(41)

(42)



B = (2 +R)
gh2

A. =
gh2

1

2A -
j ghB(hB+hF)

C.
1

-
gh2

1

2ghF

1

2
C -j+2 ghF (h

B
+hF )

C.
1

=

gh2
1

= j+2, n-1

i-1

i = j+1,...n-2

i = 1, ... j+1

i = j+3, . . . n-1
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The N vector is composed of the n location evaluations of

the resultant electric field.

An elimination technique for Equations (41) shall now be ob-

tained (9). The solution for I1 is found in terms of 12.

By substitution

N-C1I2
I -

1 B1

N -C I
2 2 3

J.

Bz



where

in general

34

AO N1
= N -

2 B1

A0C1

B2 B22 2 B
1

N. -C.I.
J J J+1I. = j = 1, n (43)

B.

N
Since the cases computed have I

0
= I

n+1
= 0, I

n B
= This value*

n
of In is then substituted into the equation for In-1. By backward

substitution, all the current values I. are found and the process is

complete since this technique exactly solves the n linear algebraic

equations. An iterative method, on the other hand, approaches the

approximate solution in a step-wise manner which requires improving

the solution many times until a convergence criterion is satisfied.
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V. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE COMPUTER
RESULTS

In this chapter, the computer output shall be presented in the

form of curves. These curves will be analyzed from both a physical

and a mathematical perspective. The geometries considered shall be

presented.

Geometric Configurations and Pipeline Physical
Characteristics

Numerical results were obtained for two geometric config-

urations, each with two differing coating conditions. The geometries,

defined in Figures 7a and 7b, were those of a pipeline parallel to the

XZ plane and a pipeline perpendicular to the XZ plane. Since the

XZ plane contains the D.C. injection electrodes along its Z = 0

line, these are extreme cases with respect to axial field. An uncoat-

ed pipeline ( g = co) with non-zero end current, for worst case com-

parison, and a line with a typical coating of g = 3 mhos per mile

(16, 000 ohms per square foot), were the pipelines considered. The

physical parameters held invariant were the resistance per mile,

R = 0. 02 ohms per mile, and pipe radius a = 18 inches (nominal

pipeline values). The axial extent was two hundred miles at a distance

of four miles from the XZ plane. For the pipeline parallel to the

XZ plane, the axial extent was 92 miles with its orientation along
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the Y = 0 line and its closest proximity to the XZ plane 11.5

miles. The earth model used was the same throughout and shall be

described in Appendix B.
Depth

- I --.>i 9 2. 5 na i
1 - 1 x T z into

0
+ To paper

0 x -------) 0 0 0 20 0
0

yr _,..,
yr mi.

± 4 mi.
8 mi.

Fe-- 500 mi.------I 1-<-500mi-r-H

(a) Top view of earth

TO = 1000 amperes

Dl = 3 miles

D2 = 15 miles

0r
1

= . 01 mhos per mile

cr
2

= . 001 mhos per mile

3
= . 02 mhos per mile

a = 18 in

R = . 02 ohms per mile

(b)

(a) Pipeline parallel to a line joining the injection electrodes
(parallel to XZ plane).

(b) Pipeline perpendicular to a line joining the injection elec-
trodes (perpendicular to XZ plane).

Figure 7. The geometric orientation of the computed cases.

Computer Curves and Their Interpretation

To facilitate the interpretation of the curves, a physical expla-

nation of the buried pipeline computer analysis is made. Physically,

the pipeline electric field attempts to follow the axially distributed
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primary electric field. For the symmetric case (the Y-directed pipe-

line), the primary excitation is zero at the midpoint of the pipeline.

Figure 8 is a plot, from the FIELDMAP computer program, of the

axial primary field along one-half of the symmetric pipeline; from s ym-

metry, the primary field along the other half of the pipeline is iden-

tical in magnitude.

At the point Y = 0 (the pipeline point in closest proximity to

an injection electrode, refer to Figure 7b), the leakage current should

be maximum since the axial primary field is zero and the total earth

field is orthogonal to the buried pipeline. The normalized pipeline

current, shown in Figure 9, has zero axial current at the symmetry

point (Y= 0) since no axial primary field is present to produce

axial current. The curve of Figure 10 shows the leakage current oc-

curring for the symmetric, coated pipeline. Comparison data exists

from experimental measurements (21) which, although the actual

pipeline geometry and dimensions differ, show functional form simi-

lar to the computed data presented here.

It has been assumed, for this analysis, that the pipeline trans-

verse conductivity g controls the current flowing from pipeline to

ground more than the neighboring earth conductivity. If the coating

has any effectiveness, this must hold. This assumption is invalid

for an uncoated pipeline in direct contact with the earth. From the

physical situation, it should be clear that the pipeline current is
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created from the earth resultant axial field which is composed mainly

of the primary field except at transient regions close to the injection

electrode. Since, as the analysis of Equation (22) shows, the result-

ant axial field depends upon both the impressed primary and the in-

duced secondary field, the pipeline is responding to the primary im-

pressed field plotted, for the symmetric pipeline, as Figure 8.

At the mid-center of the symmetric pipeline, the current must

be zero since the earth field is orthogonal to the pipeline, i. e. , the

primary axial field is zero. As Figure 8 shows, the field increases

to a maximum at 3.5 miles and then diminishes. The pipeline will

"attract" current in an attempt to raise the field in the pipeline to the

primary field; since the primary field is the driving source for pipe-

line fields and currents. A comparison of Figure 11, the resultant

axial potential gradient [E (x) = -vV
e e ( )], with Figure 8, shows that

for distances less than 13. 0 miles from mid-center the resultant

field lags the primary field in amplitude. From an inspection of

Equation (22), in the form

d di av
dX g dx = RI +

it is noticed that the pipeline axial field equals the resultant axial

(44)

earth field if the axial space rate of change of pipe-to-soil potential
1 dI

V = is identically zero.ps g dx
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A quick estimate of the effectiveness of the approximation em-

ployed by replacing derivatives by central differences, integrals by a

Sirnpsonlru le evaluation, and the utility of the elimination technique is

obtained by noting if all the individual terms computed, sum properly

to satisfy Equation (22). For the case of interest, Figure 10 shows
r 1 dI ,that dL--i = 0 at x = 13. 0. The corresponding normalized

dx g dx av
current, from Figure 9 is I = 7. 967 and therefore ax

-2 -RI(13)

-0.1593 which compares closely to the resultant field value of

0.159. Furthermore, an additional check upon the convergence of the

data may be obtained by roughly estimating the spatial change in leak-

age current and multiplying it by 1/g at any convenient point, for

example, the location for which V = 0. From Figure 10, thisps

process, at x = 7, yields -0.746, and from the current curve Fig-
av

ure 9, the corresponding pipeline axial field ax - -RI(7) -0. 2.P-

The resultant potential gradient at x = 7, from Figure 11, is 0. 273

which is approximately the sum of the above two quantities. The zero

slope of the current curve, Figure 9, occurs at x = 7. 0. At this point,

the pipeline potential and the resultant earth potential must be equal,

which is verified from Equation (26). Since the pipeline now becomes

positive with respect to the earth (V < 0 for x > 7. 0), the
ps

axial current which was attracted into the pipeline begins to flow

back to earth, but the pipeline and primary fields still differ until the

rate of change, of pipe-to-soil potential, is identically zero. This
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behavior is analogous to a transient. When the transient dies out, the

pipeline and resultant electric fields can follow each other closely and

the pipe-to-soil potential (and the leakage current) are reduced. This

completes the data set computed for any particular orientation.

The resultant earth potential produced from the effects of pipe-

line current on the primary potential is shown in Figure 12 for the

symmetric coated pipeline with several primary potential lines over-

laid to show the pipeline's effect upon the primary potential. A strip

from 2 to 7 miles was plotted; since in this region the pipeline has its

greatest attraction for earth current and the primary potential is dis-

torted by noticeable amounts. In the region nearest the maximum re-

sultant potential gradient, the potential lines show shifting and distor-

tion of the primary potential shape; since the potential tried to con-

tour itself to the conductor's physical shape. As Figure 12 shows,

there is slight variation between the primary and the resultant poten-

tial for a coated pipeline. For an uncoated pipeline, this effect would

be more severe. The curves for resultant potential are particularly

interesting since field observers can measure potential along the

earth's surface. From field measurements of pipeline current, earth

resultant field or potential, protection schemes to prevent corrosion

are designed. The theoretical approach presented in this paper pre-

dicts overall axial potential gradients and pipeline currents which

could give a designer an additional tool if proper pipeline parameters
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and earth conditions are known.

The uncoated, zero-end-current curves for the same geometry

are shown in Figures 13 through 16. Since the pipeline is now in di-

rect contact with the earth, the normalized pipeline current maximum

value is almost twice the coated value of 10 ma. /ampere. Further-

more, a comparison of the corresponding axial current, Figures

9 and 13, shows that now the maximum occurs nearer to the sym-

metry location; since the uncoated pipeline has a spatial transient de-

pending upon earth conductivity. The uncoated, normalized leakage

current, Figure 14, diminishes faster since the pipeline and earth

potential do not differ by a transverse-coating potential drop. The

axial current must, therefore, rise rapidly to establish a pipeline re-

sultant potential gradient, shown as Figure 15, equal to the unper-

turbed potential gradient, Figure 8.

The resultant earth potential for a five mile by 7/8 mile strip

surrounding the uncoated pipeline is shown in Figure 16. The several,

overlaid, unperturbed potential lines show that the uncoated pipeline

distorts and shifts the potential distribution more severely than

in the corresponding coated-pipeline resultant potential of Figure

12,

The final two sets of computed curves are for a pipeline rotated

90° with respect to the previous two cases, Figure 7a. This 90°

rotation situates the pipeline in an unperturbed potential gradient
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region, shown in Figure 17, which is maximum at the pipeline origin,

8 miles and 11.5 miles from the injection electrode for the coated and

uncoatedpipelines, respectively. Since the coated pipeline is now ap-

proximately twice the distance from the closest injection electrode in

comparison to the symmetric pipeline (4 miles from electrode), the

maximum axial current will be reduced (Figure 18, 6. 3 amperes;

Figure 9, 10 amperes) but, since the pipeline parameters and the

earth model are identical for both orientations, the location of the

maximums agree and the functional form is similar. The leakage

current, Figure 19, shows higher leakage into the pipeline at the ori-

gin; since the primary field is not zero there. The resultant poten-

tial along the surface, Figure 20, clearly indicates a contouring of the

potential to force current into the pipeline near the origin.

Since radially-directed uncoated pipelines are in a non-zero,

maximum, axial, potential gradient at the end in close proximity to

the injection electrode, a case for non-zero-end-current boundary

conditions was computed. The programs handle non-zero-end-

current boundary conditions for an uncoated pipeline quite easily,
1 d

2

2i.

since it simply requires setting (g )-- = 0 in Equation 22, i. e. ,

dx
The computed curves for this extreme, worst case studyg- 00

show quite radical departures from previous cases. The normalized,

axial-current maximum, shown in Figure 21, moves toward the pipe-

line end of closest proximity to an injection electrode. The non-zero
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end current is 2. 6 amperes; all previous curves had zero end

current boundary conditions. The uncoated pipeline resultant axial

potential gradient immediately rises, as Figure 24 shows, in response

to the driving, unperturbed potential gradient, Figure 17. The result-

ant, axial, potential gradient for non-zero end current, Figure 24, is

reduced from the primary, unperturbed potential of Figure 17, but

not zero as assumed in all the previous cases. The resultant earth

potential, Figure 25, clearly shows the severe end effects produced

at the near electrode end of an uncoated pipeline. Since this pipeline

orientation is on a radial, primary field line, the potential distorts

greatly in the vicinity of the end in an attempt to make the resultant

field perpendicular to the conductor. The potential contours indicate

the greatly increased attraction of earth current into the pipeline with

respect to the lesser effects of the other computed cases. As Figure

23 shows, the leakage current return to earth must be controlled in

the region about two miles from the end. Figure 25 demonstrates

clearly that uncoated pipelines should never be placed into the earth

since their affinity for current will certainly produce corrosion.

The resultant potential within 1/8 miles of the pipeline was not

obtained; since the grid spacings weren't small enough for an accu-

rate numerical sampling of the secondary potential integral in these

regions. The definition of the potential, along small segments of the

pipeline, can be obtained by running the computer programs with
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current boundaries, (Ij, lk) for the small length segment, held

fixed at values computed from the previous, less dense grid spacing.

The programs are then re-run with a new, finer grid between the

fixed current boundaries of the small pipeline segment. By this

method, any small section of the pipeline may be examined more

closely.

The test cases presented agree in functional form with previous

attempts at analyzing the problem of D. C. current pickup in buried

pipelines. Theoretical studies (5) upon buried pipelines with an ap-

proximate secondary field computed from a constant leakage current

assumption show functional form agreement. The analysis relating to

transient effects on radially directed pipelines with zero end currents

agrees with and extends previous work (8). The previous work per-

formed upon infinite pipelines buried in an homogeneous earth (19, 20)

agree in functional form.

The criterion for pipeline current affinity given by Langmuir

(8), predicts, for a long pipeline in a uniform field, that steady cur-

rent is collected from an area

By substituting the parameter values of this paper into Langmuir's
-1/2

formula, the collection distance (Rare ) is approximately 1. 7
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miles. From Figure 25, it appears that the affinity for current, for

an uncoated pipeline in a non-uniform field, is approximately . 7 miles.

Applications of the results are limited to order of magnitude predic-

tions since the parameters of the earth model are gross estimates of

the real world and the pipeline parameters of conductance and resist-

ance are not always well known. Measurements of pipeline conduct-

ance (21) show that laboratory estimations of this quantity are not

very accurate. Local inhomogeneities in the coating material of ac-

tual buried pipelines produce noticeable changes in this parameter,

and therefore the pipe-to-soil potential varies erratically. If these

limitations are kept in mind, the results and analysis presented in

this paper will be applicable.
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VI. SOME SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS AND AREAS OF
FURTHER STUDY

Further study should be made in the area of earth modeling.

The pipeline equation developed is complete, but the physical signifi-

cance and accuracy of the present output quantities (axial current,

leakage current, etc. ) depend upon realistic primary driving field in-

puts, which are only obtainable from realistic earth models. To

widen the problem-solving capability of the approach developed in this

paper, it is necessary to derive and formulate better earth models.

Since the pipeline equation is independent of the geophysical earth

model, various earth models can be substituted for the present three

layered earth model. This flexibility is the basis for suggesting some

new and modified models which could be programmed in place of the

layered earth model.

1. An improved geophysical earth model which considers an

earth-sea interface should be formulated to handle pipe-

lines lying on harbor bottoms. Rusck (15) mentions the

earth-sea problem, for an infinite wedge-bottomed sea with

the pipeline buried in the earth, but the harbor problem is

unsolved.

2. A modification of the harbor problem would be a river bot-

tom with a pipeline traversing it. For this study, a model

is needed which accounts for a vertical block (the river)
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layer of different conductivity from its adjacent layers.

Some earth models (19) exist which could be modified for

this purpose.

3. Several pipelines within close proximity to each other and

randomly oriented with respect to each other represent the

situation to be expected near any metropolitan area.

4. Localized models including "holidays" (holes in the coating)

should be considered. "Holidays" (5) are the major con-

tributor to localized corrosion.

5. Modifications of the conductor geometries to handle steel

pilings at earth-sea interfaces, and such geometries as

buried cisterns should be considered.

6. Physical analogue models which use the field calculations

of the approach discussed here may prove to be a useful

adjunct design tool.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Several important conclusions and results can be summarized

from this paper.

1. Comparisons with other research in the field suggest that

this method can produce answers whose usefulness is lim-

ited only by the accuracy with which the input parameters

are known. The fact that the earth model used is only a

gross estimate of the real world is not a serious limitation;

since the derived pipeline equation is independent of the

primary fields which must be constructed from the earth

model. One advantage of the independence between the pipeline

equation and the earth model is that measured pipeline gradi-

ents of other localized, known fields could be placed upon

data cards and used as input for the programs. This fea-

ture makes it possible to compute currents and leakage

currents from physically meaningful experimental field

measurements. A typical design use for this technique

would be the investigation of protection schemes by com-

puter analysis of the effects produced upon axial current,

leakage current, and resultant potential by stipulating po-

tentials and currents at certain grid locations, i. e. , a

cathodic protection study. Another design application is
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the correlation of field measurements with sets of computer

curves to predict courses of action for pipeline protection.

2. The schemes developed can be applied to any orientation of

buried pipeline even though the actual cases computed cov-

ered only the extremes.

3. This method gives equipotential plots which should be of

great value to the designer; since rapid visual estimates of

troublesome current flow or leakage current flow regions

are obtained.

4. The equation developed for the axial current and the leakage

current can be solved with a limited number of input pa-

rameters in a reasonable amount of time on a modern,

large-scale digital computer.
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APPENDIX A

The several programs constructed to acquire digital output for

the problem of a buried pipeline shall now be discussed. The flow

diagram, variable lists, nomenclature, and a program listing shall

be presented for each individual program. The major programming

areas of this paper concern the evaluation of an integral numerically

(ALLDAT and POTEN), the evaluation of the algebraic equations for

the current (ALLDAT), leakage current, and the solution of forms of

Hummel's geophysical model of a three layered earth (FIELDMAP, to

compute the primary electric field parallel to the pipeline;

EARTHDAT, to compute the primary potential distribution within a

three layered earth). The program, ALLDAT, solves the pipeline

equation for a buried pipeline subjected to the primary field computed

from FIELDMAP. From ALLDAT, the axial current, the leakage

current, and the resultant electric field are obtained. POTEN com-

putes the resultant potential in the immediate vicinity of the buried

pipeline by computing the secondary potential integral and adding the

primary potential from EARTHDAT. The nomenclature list for the

most important program variables shall now be presented. The use of all

variables not discussed should be obvious from their usage within the

various programs.
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Nomenclature Pertaining to the Geometry of the Media

The variables describing the geometry of the earth model and

its D. C. injection electrode locations are identical in every program.

SIG1 conductivity of the first layer in mhos per meter (cr
1

).

SIG2 conductivity of the second layer in mhos per meter (o-
2

).

SIG3 conductivity of the third layer in mhos per meter (63).

D1 thickness of the first layer in miles (h).

D2 thickness of the second layer in miles (h1).

DLAYER2 distance from earth's surface to the interface between the

second and third layers in miles (h+h
1).

A reflection coefficient between the first and second inter-

face (kl).

B reflection coefficient between the second and third inter-

face (k2).

BETA x co-ordinate location of the injection electrode ((i).

FIELDMAP and EARTHDAT

BACK initial increment value of the x increment variable

DEL (hB).

BSTEP x co-ordinate location at which the x increment variable

DEL changes value.

CH3 truncation variable which determines the smallest
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magnitude entry into the series terms for the primary

field.

DENOM distance variables.

DCUR amplitude factor relating the current and first layer con-

ductivity (I0/ Zr).o-1

FOR final increment spacing value of the x increment vari-

able DEL (hF).

VINEW series entry value at a particular x location.

V(J) electric field magnitude at a particular x location.

XMAX final x co-ordinate location (xf
).

Y initial y co-ordinate location (yd.

JMIN initial index value at start of the primary field computa-

tion.

JCHANGI index value at final computation of the primary field with

initial DEL value.

JCHANG2 index value at start of final value of x increment vari-

able DEL.

JMAX final index value.

MAX maximum allowable number of entries in the series evalu-

ation of the primary field at a particular location.

NN flag which changes increment size or starts into output

routine.
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ALLDAT and POTEN

D( ) subscripted variable describing the leakage current

ay a .

A( ... ) subscripted variable describing axial component of the

potential gradient along the buried pipeline, i. e. , the out-

put of the FIELDMAP program.

F( ) subscripted variable describing the resultant axial field

along the pipeline coating surface.

X( ... ) subscripted variable describing the axial current within

the buried pipeline.

AXIAL pipeline length in miles.

G transverse conductance in mhos per mile (g).

OHM longitudinal resistance in ohms per mile (R).

RADIUS radius of the pipeline in inches.

R radius of the pipeline (a).

RAD( . ) subscripted variable describing integrated terms of

Simpson's rule evaluation.

YMAX y co-ordinate location of the buried pipeline (yd.

ZMAX final source variable () location.

ZMIN initial source variable () location.

Ni flag variable determining the number of current approxi-

mations which shall be computed.
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flag variable to commence output routine when N1 is

satisfied.

flag variable determining region of Simpsodsrule integra-

tion which is being performed.

flag variable determining increment size and location of

observation value Y.

Simpson'srule integral sum.

Simpson'srule spacing variable.

JCHANG1 co-ordinate location at which grid spacing size change

Occurs.

JCHANG2 initial index at start of new grid increment size.

JMAX final index for current computation.

KMAX final index for leakage current computation.

MM comparison variable to determine the number of grid

locations for Simpsonsitrule evaluation of the integral.

N5 flag for Simpson's rule.

N6 flag for Simpson's rule.

SUBROUTINES

MATRIX sliding approximation to the leakage current matrix in-
CHANG

version routine.

SOLVE Simpson integral routine which handles non-evenly grid

partitioned portion of the integration.
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SUMN leakage current sliding approximation variables.
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The purpose of each of the programs shall now be explained.

Throughout the entire paper, the geophysical geometry has been held

fixed with the parameter values listed below and shown diagrammati-

cally on Figure A-1.

SIG1 = 0. 001 mhos per meter.

SIG2 = 0. 01 mhos per meter.

SIG3 = 0. 02 mhos per meter.

D1 = 3 miles.

D2 = 15 miles

1BETA1 = 500 miles.

o, o) I
y

x
(p, o,

Dl=h

D2=h

..,
Figure A-1. A cubic cut from the geophysical model of a three

layered, conductive, homogeneously stratified earth.
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FIELDMAP and EARTHDAT

The FIELDMAP and EARTHDAT programs are similar.

FIELDMAP computes the primary electric field component at discrete

axial grid locations along the entire extent of the buried pipeline.

The equation which is the main computation of FIELDMAP is the de-

rivative of the potential equation derived by Hummel. EARTHDAT is

the digital computer program written to obtain the Hummel potential

distribution created by a pair of surface D. C. electrodes. Each set

of equations solved are composed of a series of infinite series. En-

tries into these different series are computed term by term. Each

individual entry, comprising one series entry, is compared in magni-

tude to a truncation parameter beyond which the remaining terms are

considered negligible. If the satisfaction of this truncation criterion,

at every coordinate along the pipeline, occurs, the field is outputed

onto punched cards. These cards are used as input data in the pro-

gram ALLDAT. EARTHDAT operates in a similar manner to pro-

duce the potential anywhere on the surface of the three layered earth.

Figure A-2 shows the flow chart for FIELDMAP. The program

listing is Figure A-3. EARTHDAT has a similar type flow chart,

with a modification to compute V(I, J) in the plane and an equation dif-

fering in the DENOM quantities. Figure A-4 shows this flow diagram

and Figure A-5 is its computer program listing.
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A- 3. Fieldrnap Listing

PROGRAM FIELOMAP FMAP 10
C. THIS PPOGwAM CALCULATES THE PRIMARY ELECTRIC FIELD 4, FMAP 20

DIMENSION V(201) FMAP 30
C THE GEOPHYSICAL GEOMETRY PARAMETERS (SIG1,SIG2,SIG3 ) ARE PLACED FMAP 40
C INTO MEMORY,THE VARTAPLES DESCRIBING THE TWO DIFFERING X FMAP 50
C INCREMENTS (HACK.FOP ) ARE PLACED IN MEMORY,THE SERIES TRUNCATION FMAP 60
C VARIABLE ( CH1 ) TS PLACED IN MEMORY,THE VARIABLE DESCRIBING THE FMAP 70
C THE wAxImum ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE SERIES ( MAX ) IS FMAP 80
C PLACED IN MEMORY,THE LOCATION AT WHICH AN INCREMENT CHANGE OCCURS FMAP 90
C IS PLACED IN MEMORY. FMAP 100

COmmON/DATA/sTGI.SIG2.SIG3,BETA,0102,8ACK.CH3,JMINIIMAXON ,XX,Y FMAP 110
1.E0k.HSTEP,XmAx FMAP 120
OATA(sIG1=.01)1(SIG2=.001),(SIG3m.02),(8ETA=500.),(01=3.).(02=15.)FMAp 130
1.(8A(; K=-.2b),(CH3=.00001).(JMIN=1),(MAX=15),(NN=1).(XX=500.).(Y=51(42: It:
1),(EO

C JCHANG1 LOCATES THE POSITION ALONG THE AXIS AT WHICH THE INCREMENTFMAP 160
C ON X CHANGES. FMAP 170
C JHAA LOCATES THE FINAL X VALUE TO SE SUBSCRIPTED. . FMAP 180

JCHAN61=(HSTEP-BETA)/RACK FMAP 190
JCHANG2=JCHANG14.1 FMAP 200
JmAX=JCHANG2+(xMAX-BSTEP)/FOR FMAP 210

OLAYER2=01+02 FMAP 220
C A AND 8 ARE THE REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS AT THE FIRST AND SECOND FMAP 230
C INTERFACFS,RESPECTIVELY. FMAP 240

Am(SIG) SIG2)/(SIGIASIG2) FMAP 250
88(SIG2-SIG3)1(SIG2+SIG3) FMAP 260
ACOEFF=(1.-4442)*9 FMAP 270

FMAP 280re =y44?
x=xx FMAP 290
DEL=BACK FMAP 300

C XX AND Y INITIALI7E THE VARIABLES OF CALCULATION. Y IS FIXED FOR FMAP 310
C THIS cOMPUTATON. X TS INCREMENTED IN UNITS OF DEL. FMAP 320
C THE MAIN SOY OF THE CALCULATION BEGINS WITH THE DO AND ENDING FMAP 330
C wITH THE INCRFmENTING OF X. FMAP 340

42 DO 22 J=JmIN,JCHANG1 FMAP 350
C THE POSITIVE ELECTRODE SERIES ENTRY IS NOW COMPUTED. FMAP 360

6 PADSum =(X-HETA) 40*2 YY FMAP 370
L=1 FMAP 380
DCUH=(-40.)*(X-BETA) FMAP 390
SU,A =0.0 FMAP 400
33 =1 FMAP 410

300 NSum =0.0 FMAP 420
m=1 FMAP 430

301 IF(N.GE.L1302.303 FMAP 440
302 ANSUM =NSUM FMAP 450

ALL FMAP 460
GO To 306 FMAP 470

303 m=((N-2)*(N-11)/2 FMAP 480
NSUM wmNsum FMAP 490
N=N+1 FMAP
GO To 301 ri)(1

306 DEN0m8=(1./ (PADSUM( 2.(D2.AL*01))**2))**1.5 FMAP 520
DENOmO=(1/ (PAOSUM +( 20,(2.41024001))**2))**15 FMAP 530
DENOHE=11./ (RAOS);M.( 2.4F(1.002.AL*01))**2))*1.5 FMAP 540
DENUmm=(1./ (RAMSUM+( 2.*ALA0I)A.2))**1.5 FMAP 550
vINEwADCUI4*((A**L)*DENOmN.ACOEFF*(A0 (4401(L-1))*DENOMR01*(((1.FmAP 560
1-4**2)=.5*(AL-1.)*AL-AL*(01412))*(A**(L-2))1DENOM0.4*((11...440,2) **2FMAp 570
1)*ANSOm-(1...A*42)*(AL-1.)*ALA(A.Ap)AAL*(A*414))*DENOMF*A404F(L=3)))) FMAP Son
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C AN ENTRY INTO THE SERIES FOR THE FIELD IS NOW COMPLETE.
F(%; :0900601 SUM=VINEw.Sul. F.

CH4= ABS(V1NEw) -CH3 FMAP 610
C THE NEW SERIFS ENTRY TS COMPARED TO THE TRUNCATION VARIABLE CH4 FMAP 620
C AND THE THE TOTAL ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF SERIES ENTRIES MAX IS FMAP 630
C COMPARED TO THE NUMPER COMPUTED L. FMAP 640

602 IF(CH4.LT.O..OH.L .FD.MAX)603,604 FMAP 650
FMAP 660b04 L=0.1

60 To 300 FMAP 670
603 8o 10 (606.608),N33 FMAP 680

C THE DEGATIVE FLECTRoDE SERIES ENTRY IS NOW COMPUTED. FMAP 690
6(15 RAOSU =(x+BETA)442+Y**2 FMAP 700

L=1 FMAP 710
N33 =P FMAP 720
OCUR(s(40.0)*(x.RETA1 FMAP 730
Go 1,1 300 FMAP 740

C ALL THE SERIES ENTHY TERmS ARE NOW ADDED PRODUCING THE VALUE OF FMAP 750
C PRIMARY ELECTRIC FIELD AT THE POINT IN QUESTION. FMAP 760

606 V(J) =(sUm.00U4+((1./(IX.BETA)*(12.YIP*2))**1.5)-40.*(X-RFTA)*(1./FmAP 770
ITIX-HETATA42.Y**21)**1.5) FMAP

176944022 X=x+DFL
IF(NN.EQ.1)4,1,21

F:::
800

C A NEw YNCREmENT SPACING FOR THE X VARIABLE IS DETERMINED AND THE FMAP
C ADDITIONAL COMPUTATIONS ARE PERFORMED. FMAP 820

40 JmIN=TCANG? FMAP 830
JCHAN(=I2J,TAx FMAP 840
NN=2
I

FMAP 850
EL=FoR FMAP 860
GO TO 4? FMAP 870

C THE w,TA Euk THE ELECTRIC FIELD VARIABLE VI...) IS NOB nUTPUTED. FMAP 880
21 WRITE DUTPDT TAPF (.100( FMAP 890

906 FommA1(4x, 47BIBic PROGRAM CALCULATES THE THEORETICAL ELECTRIC FIFFMAP 900
1LD uRom -1TE SIWFArt OF A THREE LAYERED EARTH. //) FMAP 910
wNIti olapur TAPE DI .909.RETA.BETA.XX ,YY FMAP 920

909 FoRAATA 4t,3,4mPosTTTvE ELECTRODE INJECTION LoCATIONA.E4.0X.10BORTFmAp 930
'GIN 14. .F4..1x,174miLFS AWAY,MAX X=.F4..7H.MAX Y=oF4. //) FMAP 940
NRITF OUTPUT TAPF 61,908.010LAYER2IDEL FMAP 950

908 FORMAL ( 4x.11401FIRST LAYER DEPTH2,F3.1.3X.19HSECOND LAYER DEPTHA).FFmAP 960
14.123x.I1HX INCREMENT =.E3.11//) FMAP 970
WRITE OuTRUT TAPE 61.907,51G1.SIG2.SIG3 FMAP 980

9n7 FORHAT(4x.EIREIRSTECOND.AND THIRD LAYER CONDUCTIVITIES AREtTN OHFMAP 990
Tm.,) ETEMS,E8.592X,F8.5.2X.F8.59141-10ESPECTIVELY.//) FMAP1000
wRILE(AP,S3)(V(J).J=1.JmAX) FmAP1010

53 FORmAT(SX.1H1.7(1HoF0.5)) FMAP1020
EN1) FMAP1030
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Io/ 2iro-

Compute
kl

Compute
k2

Compute

(1- k )k
1

Set
I=KMAX

J=1

*I
0

2tr6 is the DCUR variable

Figure A-4. Earthdat flowchart.
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P-84
NA/

Series
computations
begin here

3=Jmin

P-87

Call RADONE (r 12)

(x-p) 2+y2

N33=1

EV =O

n=1

m=0

m=1

no

14(m)*(rn-1))/2

Emnew=i+Emold

m=m+1

Figure A-4. Continued.
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P-85

Compute DENOMB

(r12.
2

+[ 2h
1+

(n+1 )11]2)- . 5

Compute DENOMD

(r
1

2

, 2
+[4h1+2(n+1 )h]2) -. 5

Y

Compute DENOMF

(r 2 +[6h +2(n+1 )11
2 )-. 5

1 ,2 1

V

C ompute DENOMN

(r 2
242 (n+1 )1112 )-.

5

Compute V1NEW which is
a function of both subroutines,
Ern, 0'

and the four

DENOM' s

V

P-87

Figure A-4. Continued.
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A.

EVnew

=V1NEW+EVol

CH4=Abs (V1NEW)

-CH3

yes

P-88

no
1'

n=n+1

Call RADTWO (r
2

2)

[(x+13)241r2]

n=1

N33=2

Figure A- 4. Continued.
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Compute the
primary potential

J)

P-86

v

Output
primary
potential

J)

Figure A-4. Continued.



A- 5. Earthdat Listing

C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE PRIMARY POTENTIAL ON THE EARTH SURFACE. EDAT 10
C THE GEOPHYSICAL FA4TH CONDOCTIVITIESISIG1ASIO2ISIG3I ARE PLACED IN EDAT 20
C MEMORY. THE FIRmI LAYER DEPTH(01).THE SECOND LAYER THICMNESS(n2). EDAT 30
C THE POTENTIAL INCREMENT INCPEMENT(DEL)+THE INITIAL AND FINAL X(XMINAEDAT 40
C THE INITIAL AND FINAL Y(YMIN,YmAX).THE MAXIMUM NO. OF SERIES EDAT SO
C ENTRIES AT ANY LOCATInN(MAX), AND THE TRUNCATION VARIABLE(CM3). EDAT 60

PROGRAM EARTDAT EDAT 70
DIMENSION v(100,7) EDAT RO
COMMON/DATA/SIGI,t162SIG3.RETA0102.DEL .XMIN.XMAX,YMIN.YMAX,mAXEDAT 90
1.CH3 EDAT 100

1.(DELa.125)(xM1N24P5. )9(XwAX092. ),(YM/N2.125).(YMAX=.875)EDAT 120
(mAxw151 (CHlmom01

KMAXs (XMAX4`41N) /riEt I EDAT 140
C A ANO H ARE THE REFIErTION COEFFICIENTS AT THE FIRST AND WIND EDAT
C INTERFACESOESPECTIvELY. EDAT 160

A(SI(31-,SIG2)/(SInl+STO2) EDAT 170
82(SIA2.SIG3)/(ST,2STS3) EDAT 180
ACOEFE2(1...414412)44 EDAT 190

C INITIALIZE X.Y.I. Am0 J EDAT
ywym/N

EDAT
EDAT 210

J21
X2XmIN

EDAT NgIaKMAX
C THE POSITIVE ELFCTRoDE SERIFS ENTRY IS NOW COMPUTED. FDAT 250

6 RADSUM w(y+RETAI*42 + Ymm? EDAT 260
Lw1 EDAT 270

:(1!4

OCUR =P0.0
SUM =0.0 EDAT
N33=1 EDAT 300

300 NSUM 20.0
N21

EDAT 310
EDAT 320

301 IE(N.GF.L)307,307 EDAT 330

I- EDAT
340

:T 3:0
Go To 3,

3n2 ANS0m2Nsom
ALA

EDAT 3604)

103 m4((N-2)*(N-111/2 EDAT 370
Nmu,4 AM+NSU,"
NANN* )

EDAT3:g
GA To 301 EPA/. 400

306 nENOmmw(1./
( An5um+( 2.*(n2+AL.01))**2))** .5 EDAT

11:(PAnSum+( 2. *(2. *02 +AL *D1)) * *2)) ** .5
fRAOSOM*( 2.40(3.*02ALAD111 AA2))** .5 FOOT 430

DENOmN2(1./ (PA(15Om.( 2,4ALerwee2))24 ,5
VINEmunCUR*((A7*L)RnENOmN+ACOEFF*(AL*

EDAT 440
(A**(L-1))RDENOHR+RAMI.EnAT 450

1-4**2)*.54(At-1.144-AL*(4**2) IR( 4.40*(1.-2) )*DEN0m0+14*( ( (1 ...A442)44REnAT 460
i)*ANSum-(1.-6442)*(AL-1.)*ALA(A447)+ALA(Aem41)*DENOMFAFA**(L-3)))) EDAT 470

C AN ENTRY INTO THE SERIES FOR THE POTENTIAL IS NOW COMPLETE. EDAT 490
601 SUmmVINEw+SO, EDAT 49m

C THE NEW SERIES ENTRY IS NO. CO-PAPFn TO THE TRUNCATION vApTARLE,CH4.EnAT 500
CH4m AGS(vINEm) .mml

602 .FO.MAx)603.604
604 L =L +1

no To 300
603 GO To (605.6om).m73

C THE NEGATIVE SERIES ENTRY IS NOW COMPUTED.
605 PADSUm 2(x+RETA)44p.y.i4p

1w1

EDAT 510
EDAT 520
EDAT 530
EDAT 54o
EDAT 550
EDAT 560
EDAT 570
EDAT 580

89



90

6'13 ,

ran Ij'T'7-1°0/;(1

::FTTTIT ::n°m0o0

C ALL THE SERIES i:AT9TER ARE SUMMED PRODUCING .THE PRIMARY RATENTIAL EDAT 620
A06 V(I.J) AtcomoncOnA(tldif.REY110,20041211i9 et (1./

It(X-RFTA)A*2.y.*))) .....046.51
IE1x.oE.EmAX)110.11

12 XXonEL FDA, 660
MIT 670110.1

nn 7n ,

!!!! !!!

19 IF (7 .uE.YHAX1 P1 OP
T2 71177 ,EL

J,14.1
yrm7r, EMAT 72n
TKHAr
Rn To A

EDAT 730

C THE DATA rnii THE PRIHAR7 PoTENTIAL 1/1..1 IS NOM OUTPUT. ENT 7S0
21 WRITE( 61.1i21(1 V(1,,11.J91,7101,KMAX1

AM(IF( AP.)21(( V(I4J)IJ1,710IrliplIMAX)
EDAT TAO
E,,AT 770

WRITE( 610100 TrYvt 7R0
908 FORmAT(4V, A)wTHis PROGRAM CALCULATES THE THEORETICAL PmTEmTIALS HEDAT 790

lITHIN A THREE LAirkEn EARTH.//)

ifAT

RP EnPHAT(IXOE11.6)

i4TiFNOATrnFINis AT 0
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ALLDAT and POTEN

The operation of the programs ALLDAT and POTEN each in-

volve the Simpson rule evaluation of the secondary field or secondary

potential integral, respectively. Any unusual features of the compu-

tations arise from the numerical evaluation of these integrals. ALL-

DAT solves the pipeline equation at each grid location by the elimina-

tion solution of a linear algebraic set of equations for the axial cur-

rent. Its outputs are the axial current, leakage current, and result-

ant electric field. The resultant electric field requires evaluating an

integral by Simpson's rule. The basic operation of the POTEN pro-

gram is to compute an integral, by Simpson's rule, for the secondary

potential. This numerical evaluation is then combined with EARTH-

DAT results to yield the resultant potential curves plotted in the data

section.

The numerical integration has some features which must be

clarified. The conventional Simpson rule, as has been mentioned in

Chapter IV, doesn't hold here since the increments are not uniform

and the number of increments are not necessarily even. Since this is

the situation, a technique to determine the number of increments and

the proper weighing of each increment must be devised. To illus-

trate, consider the following which applies directly to the ALLDAT

program, although POTEN operates similarly.
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Four cases must be examined. These cases locate which co-

ordinate interval size is used and the number of increments into which

the particular integration is divided. The situations arising may be:

1. even-even--the number of intervals are even in both incre-

ment spacing regions. A standard Simpson rule integration.

2. even-odd--the initial interval spacings are even and a

standard Simpson rule applies in one portion. The odd por-

tion requires the Simpson rule evaluation for the non-even

number of intervals.

3. odd-odd--both intervals require the Simpson rule which

handles an uneven number of intervals.

4. odd-even--the initial interval spacings require the Simpson

rule which handles an uneven number of intervals. The

second interval is divided into a standard even number of

increments.

Examples Which Illustrate Two of the Four Cases

1. E/O number of axial divisions

0 .5 1. 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 7

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

K1 = 4, JMAX2 = 7, KMAX = 10

MM = (10-4)/ 2 = 3, ML = 6, N5 = 1

MM = 2, ML = 4, N6 = 1
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2. 0/0 number of axial divisions

0 .5 1. 1.5 2. 2.5 3.

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5

K 10 11 12 13 14 15

K1 = 7, JMAX2 = 12, KMAX = 15,

3.5

8

4.5

9

MM = (12-7)/ 2 = 2, ML = 4, N5 = 2

MM = 3, ML = 6, N6 = 2

This should clarify the use of those flag variables which initiate the

various unusual routines which are used to compute the Simpson rule

evaluations.

The flow chart for ALLDAT is given in Figure A-6. The corn-

puter program is given in Figure A-7. The flow charts for POTEN,

the program for the secondary potential and resultant potential, are

given in Figure A-8. The POTEN computer program is given in Fig-

ure A-9.



( Start

g, R, hB, hF , Z.MIN,

ZMAX, a, ZBF, Ni,

N2, N7, NN, A(j)

Compute a
radius z

Set Subroutine
CHANG Parameter
2. + hF/hB

Set JCHANG1
(locates ZBF)

Set JCHANG
locates
(Z BF

h )

Set JCHANG2
(locates
Z

BF
+hF )

Set JMA)
(No. of A(j)'s)

Set
KK1-=1

Set
KMAX

(total No. of points

Set

LEND=JCHANG2

Set
K1 =JCHANG1

Set flags N5, N6, for
Simpson regions
(E, 0), (0, E), (0, 0)

Set
JMAX1=KMAX- 1

Compute
A 1=g *hi:

Figure A-6. Alldat flowchart.
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A

/ReaddI(x.) dx
3

(leakage current
entries)

C ompute
A 2=R *6, 1

Compute A 3
(hB+hF )hFg1/ 2

Compute
A 4 =R *A 3

Compute
2

A 5=ghF

C ompute

A 6=R*A 5

Call
MATRIX

P100

Call
CHANG'

* -1
X for current
derivative

N =N -1

95

-1
X at grid
size change

Set viewing
location y

Set viewing
increment A =1-1.B

Set

JMIN=1

Simpson's Rule
begins here.
Call SOLVE for
regions occurring
in all cases.

Figure A-6. Continued.
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TSimpson's
rule written
as subroutine



P-95
\A/

Compute

Sjoigt EPzK(x, Z)

(hB,hF joint regions)

Set JMAX2 for
h odd evaluation

Call SOLVE for
hF odd evaluation

Evaluate Z =new
joint+

ov hFen, Faa

Are
intervals
M,O)?

Are
intervals

(E,E)?

Evaluate Enew=
Zjoint+Zeven hB

even hF

Set JMAX2 for
even evaluation

Are
intervals

(Q,E)?

Figure A-6. Continued.
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P-96
A

Set JMAX2 for
hF odd evaluation

Call SOLVE for
hF, odd evaluation

Evaluate Enew=
Ejoint +Eodd hB
+Eodd. hB' odd F

Set index K=4
(hB odd main

evaluation)

Local main
integral limit

P-98

P-96

Evaluate Enew=
E4-Eodd hB'

even hF

P-96

Set index K=1
(hB even main

evaluation)

Locate main
integral limit

Initialize main body
integral sums
E2, E4 to zero

V

P-98

Figure A-6. Continued.
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Evaluate usual
Simpson rule

ave
all

ncrements been
added?

yes

no

Evaluation of a region
(hB or hF size)
completed. J = E=
H*(4E4+2E2)+Eold

Have
oth spacing

(hB, hF) been
calculated?

no

increase
K by 2

increase
Z by 2H*

H =[h B

es

Compute the
resultant field

Increase the view
point by
A (hB or h )

V

P-99
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Figure A-6. Continued.
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NN: 1 or 2?

Output the
resultant

field
F

Set viewing
increment A

to hF, NN=2

Start the solution of the
current here by
computing region to
JCHANG1

Compute the entries
D, F for the various
spaced regions

All
regions
computed

7

Set index to
no compute

JCHANG2
to JMAX

Figure A-6. Continued.



Set flag J to JMAX and
begin count down
computation of current
I(x-)

yes

Set flags LMIN, L, J to
begin computation of
leakage current dI/dx

Compute
/dI(x.) dx

no

100

yes

Weight the calculations
/dI(x.) dx

-; by proper
hB or hF,

no

P-95

Output current I(x.
and the leakage J

current dI(x.)/dx
J

END

*i. e. , are all current
approximations finished?

Figure A-6. Continued.
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A- 7. Alidat Listing

PROGRAM ALLOAT ADA! 10
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE PIPELINE AXIAL CURRENT(X(J)), LEAKAGE ADAT 20
C CURRENT(D(J)), AND THE RESULTANT ELECTRIC FIELD ALONG THE COATING ADAT 30
C (FIJI), THE UNITS ARE AMPERES PER INJECTED SOURCE AMPERE AMPERES ADAT 40
C PEP MILE PER INJECTED SOURCE AMPERE, AND VOLTS PER MILE. ADAT SO
C THE PIPELINE RADIUS(RADIUS), LENGTH(AXIAL), TRANSVERSE CONDUCTANCE ADAT 60
C (G1), LONGITUDINAL PESISTANCE(OHM),SRALLER INCREMENT (RACK), ADAT 70
C TRANSITION LOCATION TO LARGER TNCREMENT(BSTEP), LARGER INCREMENT ADAT 80
C (FOR) , PIPELINE RADIUS IN MILES(R), NO. OF APPROXIMATIONS(N1)* ADAT 90
C NO. OF FIELD APPROXIMATIONS TO PRINT(N3mN1), INITIAL INDEX(JMIN). ANADAT 100
C REGION LOCATOR FOR SIMPSON EVALUAT/ON(NN), THIS CONCLUDES THE DATA. ADAT 110

COMMON RAN RRID,W,YoE,HHtP ADAT 120
DIMENSION HH(4),P(410(327).E(201),RAD(13),X(201),A(201)1Et4) ADAT 130
READ 2sSIOloSIG2,SIR3, RETA*01,02 ADAT 140
DLAYER20D1+02 ADAT 150
READ 2, RADIUS,AXIAL*01*OHMOACKOSTEP ADAT 160
READ ?*XX. VMAX*FOR oZMAXamINO ADAT 170
RR 1042 ADAT 180
READ 3, N1012. N7,JMIN,NN *DAT 190
RAKFORF2.+FOR/BACK ADAT 200
JCHANG1mRSTER/BACK *OAT 210
JCHAN8JCHANGI.1 ADAT 220
JCHANG2FJCHANG1*, *DAT 230
JmAXJCHANG.(ZMAwmRSTEP

KK1*JMAX+2
) /FOR ADAT 240

ADAT 250
AnAT 260KKAIKK1+1

KMAXIIIKKAJMAX ADAT 270
JMAX1KMAX-1

2gAATT 2::DO5 1(2' 1oKK1
5 X(K) a O. ADAT 300

C THE DEL. VARIARLES ARE USED IN THE SOLUTION OF THE ALGERRAIC ADAT 310
C EQUATONS. THEY WEIGHT THE RESISTANCE AND CONDUCTANCE BY THE ADAT 320
C INCREMENT SIZE. ADAT 330

Al DEL11011ACK($2 OAT 340
DEL2wOHMOELI ADAT 350
DEL3R.5(AACK.FOR)FOR01 *DAT 360
DEL4mOHMINIEL1 ADAT

TTT 187000

ADAT
390

2
DEL600HMDELS

3 FORMAT(10I4)

:DAT 4400KIFKK1JCHANG2
K2FKKI.JCHANO ADAT 420
LEND*K24,1 ADAT 430

C CALL THE SUBROUTINE MATRIX WHICH COMPUTES THE SLIDING SCALE ADAT 440
C CURRENT DERIVATIVE INVERSE MATRIX. COMPUTE THE SPECIAL SUBROUTINE ADAT 450
C NEEDED FOR THE REGION WHERE INCREMENT SIZES CHANGE(CHANG) ADAT 460

CALL MATRIX(s.) ADAT 470
CALL CHANG(RAKEQP) ADAT 480

C THE A(J) VARIABLE IS THE PRIMARY FIELD COMPUTED FROM THE FIELDMAP PRADAT 490
READ S2.(A(J)*JFI*JMAX) ADAT 500

C READ INITIAL CURRENT DERIVATIVES N.) FROM PREVIOUS APPROXIMATIONS. ADAT 510
READ 52t(D(J),Km10(1,KmAX) ADAT 520

C PERFORM MM COMPARISON WHICH DETERMINES IF NUMBER OF REGIONS FOR ADAT $30
C SIMPSON RULE ARE EVEN(STANDARD RULE) OR ODD(NON- STANDARD RULE) OAT 540
C THIS PERFORMED TWICE SETTING NS AND N6. ADAT 550

MMIII(1/2 ADAT 560
MLuPLMM ADAT 570
IF(ML.EO.K1)133,1 4 ADAT 580
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133 N621 ADAT S90
GO TO 24 ADAT 600

134 N6s2 ADAT -610
24 N1sN1.1 ADAT 620

DO 10 K a KKoKmAX ADAT 630
L a KMAX.I.K ADAT 640

10 pm a 0(K) ADAT 650
2 FORMAT ( 7F10.6) ADAT 660
YaRACK ADAT 670
DEL8ACK ADAT 680

C BEGIN EVALUAION OF SIMPSON RULE. ADAT 690
42 DO 22 JIAJMIN.JCHANG ADAT TOO

CALL SOLVE(1,111ZMIN.O.FOR) ADAT 710
C SOLVE EVALUATES THE KERNEL FUNCTION AND THE INTEGRAND FOR SIMPSON RUADAT 720

CALL SOLVE(KMAX.I.KmAX.2mAX.FOR.8..KMAX.FOR) ADAT 730
AKsKI ADAT 740
CALL SOLVE(KI,K1+1o2MIN(AK..1.)0FOR.9K1yFOR) ADAT 750
AKaKMAX(K2,01) ADAT 760
CALL SOLVE(K2.K2+1.7MAX.AK,F0R .43ACK,11.0(2,8ACK) ADAT 770
EVALu(FOR*(4."RA0(9)0481)(10/eRAD(12))4ACK41(RAD(10)44.41RAD(1110ADADAT 780
1(12)))/3. ADAT 790
HuFOR ADAT 800
/NT1aK1 ADAT 810
GO TO(136.1371N6 ADAT 820

136 jMAX2aJMAX1 ADAT 830
EVAL. FOR *(4.*PAD(7)RAD(1)40(8)) /3. EVAL ADAT 840
Kul ADAT 850
ZaIMINH ADA, 860
no To 17 ADAT 870

137 JMAX2sjMAX14 OAT 880
CALL SOLVE(2.4.2MIN.FDR.O.FOR) ADAT 890
CALL SOLVE(KmAX.3,KMA7.2.7MAX..3.*FOR08KMAX.FDR) ADAT 900
CALL SOLVE( JMAK2.1.JMAX21ZmAX..4.*FOR.12JMAX2.FOR) ADAT 910
EVALsFOR*3..(3.,(RAD(2)+RAD(3).RAD(6).RAD(7)).RAD(1).RAD(4).RADMADAT 920

IsRAD(8))/8..FoRs(RAD(4).4.*RAD(13)RAD(5))/3.+EVAL AOAT 930
Ka4 OAT 940
ZsZMIN+4.*H ADAT 980

17 SUM4 0. ADAT 960
SUM2 sO. ADAT 970

16 DCUR1 01*(Y.2)40(K61) OAT 980
DCUR2 e..01*(7+(2.4())0D(K.02) ADAT 990
RADSUM a RR *17..71i42 ADA1I000
RADSU a RR (7(Z.H1)"2 ADAT1010
SUM4 a SUM4 OCUR1*((1./ RADSUM)**(1.5)) ADAT1020
SUM2 a SUM2 socuppot(i./ RADSU )**(1.5)) ADA11030
IF(K./NT1.3)12.18,18 40411040

12 KaK.2 AnATIOSO
7 aZ*2.46H ADA11060
GO TO 16 4041I070

18 EV4LH*(4.*S0m4.5UM2020/3.EVAL 4DA11080
C SIMPSON RULE COMPLETE. CHECK Ni TO DETERMINE IF ALL REGIONS 4041I090
C HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED. 4041I100

GO TO (130.134.14m)m7 40411110
138 KuINT1.1 ADA1II20

ZRZ.3.*H.RACK ADATI130
Hs8ACK ADATI140
N7s2 40411150
INT1sK2 40411160
GO TO 17 40471170

139 KaINT1.1 40411180
2212.1.*H.FOR 40411190

HuF0R 4041I200
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INT1wjMAX2
N743 2g:T1T

ADATI230GO TO 17
140 N7w1 ADAT1240

F(J)w.A(J)4EVAL ADATI2S0
22 YmY.DEL 90971260

IF(NN.E0.1)40.41 ADAT1270
40 JMINJCHANG1 ADATI240

JCHANGaJMAX 9097I290
NNw2 ADAT1300
OELPFOR ADAT1310
GO TO 42

AgAATTITO41 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 61,909
906 FORMAT(2X, 99H THE ALLDAT Y VERSION IT CALCULATES THE INTN:T1311

lEGRAL OF LEAKAGE CURRENT TIMES THE DERIVATIVE /)
WRITE(61,907 ) ADAT1360

907 FORMAT(2X+93HOF THE KFRNEL.THIS INTEGRAL DESCRIBES THE EFFECT UPONADATI370
1 POINT Y OF CURRENT AT ALL OTHER POINTS./1 A0AT1390
WRITE (61,909) ADATI390

908 FORMAT(2X.127HIT THEN USES THIS RESULT IN THE CURRENT AND LEAKAGE A0AT1400
1CURRENT ALGORITHM. OUTPUTS ARE THE FIELD,LEAKAGE CURRENT, AND PIPFADAT1410
1 CURRENT /) ADAT1420
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 61.909,9ETA.BETA.XX oYMAX

909 FORMAT( 2X,39HPOSITIVE ELECTRODE INJECTION LOCATIONE,F4. .3)(.10HORI:g:T1 41::0
1GIN IS oF4.11)017HMILFS AwAy.mAx x.,F4.,7H.mAx YwpF4.0/) 90971450
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 41.91001.0LAYER2IDEL ADAT1460

910 FORMAT ( 2X,19HFIRST LAYER DEPTHw.F3.1.3)(019HSECOND LAYER DEPTWK,FADAT1470
14.1,3X,13HY INCREMENT i,F3.,/) ADATI490
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 61,911,SIG105/62,SIG3 90971490

911 FORMAT(2)(.61HFIRST,SECONNAND THIRD LAYER CONDUCTIVITIES AREIIN MHAZTAATIN
10S/METERIF9.5,2X.FO.S.2X,F9.5,14HOESPECTIVELYS)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6111912,RADIUSOXIAL ADAT1520

912 FORMAT(2)(.25HTHE PIPE HAS A RADIUS OF 11F7.2.26MINCHES.AN AXIAL LENADAT1530
1GTH OF ,F4.044H HILEStA TRANSVERSE CONDUCTANCE PER MILE OF
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 61.91301.0HM ADATISSO

913 FORMAT(2X.F5.2,30H AND AN IMPEDANCE PER MILE OF eFS.3//)
WRITF(61,920) ADAT1S70

920 FORMAT(2)(.41HTHE RESULTANT FIELD SHALL NOW BE PRINTED./)
WRITE (61,52)(F(J).JwI,JMAX )

jkAg:TI:(9)n0C START ELIMINATION EVALUATION FOR THE CURRENT,ETC.
DO 4 J22.JCHANG1
0(J1182.+DEL2

4 F(J.1)=F(J..11*DEL1
DO 44 JaJCHANG2 .JMAX
F(J):F(J)*DEL5 ADATI650

44 D(J)2.*DEL6 90971660
JSTAPT2 ADAT1670

JFINALPJCHANG2"2 9097I69047 Do 6 J jSTAPT.JFINAL ADATI690
KNEW wl./0(J..1)
F(J) wF(J).BNEW4F(J..1)

6 0(J) 0(J)-ANEW
IF(NN.E0.2)45.46 90971730

45 JeJCHANG1 ADAT1740
NH.) 90971750

90971760
JCHANGPJF/NAL 90971770
D(J)w(BACK+FOP)/BACK*DEL4 ADAT17BO
F(J)wF(J)400EL3 ADAT1790
F(J)2F(J).(FOR4F(J.1))/(BACK40(J.1)) ADAT1800
D(J)410(J).F09/(BAe,K4D(J1)) ADAT1810
JSTARTIOCHANG, ADATI820
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JFINAL.JMAX ADAT1830
GO TO 47 ADAT1840

C PERFORM BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION TO GENERATE THE CURRENT X(.1 ADAT1850
AO J =JMAX
7 X(J.1) (F(J) +X(4.21)/D(J) llgrT1164:
1E(J.LE.118.9 ADAT1880

9 J 2,11 ADAT1890
GO TO 7

C START COMPUTING CURRENT DERIVATIVE Dt.).
ADATI900
ADAT1910

8 LMIN.2 ADAT1920

trATT14g:

LIAKK1
nwa(motx(2).x(1))/6.
D(L4.1)=(X(2).X(3)1/3. AOAT1950

29 LmAXLMIN.3 ADAT1960
SUMEw0. ADATI970
SUMHG. ADAT1980
PO 26 JAILMIN.LMAX

SUMERE(K)*X(J).GUmE
26 SUMHoHM(K)*X(J)+SUMH

LNLMIN.KK1 ADAT2030
D(L) SUMS ADAT2040
0(0,1)=SUMH A0AT2050
LMINIALMIN.2 A0AT2060
!Eft .2.E0. IFID)27.29 ADAT2070

27 OEL=FOR ADAT2080
LFINALRLEND.1 ADA72090

62 DIFFAIO.5/DEL ADAT2100
AJJCHANG 0AT2110

no Is JeLFINAL,JMAXI ADAT2120
LL=J.JMAX ADAT2130

15 D(J)(XILL)..X(LL...2))+PIFF
61 D(KMAX) milipl*D(KMAX.11

ADAT2140
ADAT2150

N3=1 ADAT2160
T =I. /BACK A0AT2170
DO 72JKK1.KmAX ADAT2180
IF(N3.E0.))73.72 A0AT2190

73 IF(J.LE.LEND)72,68 ADA72200
68 Isl./FOR ADA72210N32 ADA72220

72 D(J)sT*D(J) ADAT2230
C THIS APPROxIMATON 15 COMPLETE. USING THE COMPUTED D(J) PERFORM THE ADAT2240
C NEXT APPROXIMATION nR EXIT AND PRINT THE RESULTS. A0AT2250

/FIN1.LE.612/21,24 ADA72260
52 FORMAT(2X.7F11.6) ADAT2270
23 WRITE4610181 ADAT2280

918 FORMAT(2X.49H APPQOXIMATE LEAKAGE CURRENT IN AMPERES PER MILE. /) ADAT2290
WR/TE(61,30)(0(J).J.KK1tKMAX)
WRITE(62.30)(01.11.JsKX1,KMAX) 21g:TM:
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 61.919 ADAT2320

919 FORMAT(2)(.13HPIPE CURRENT /) A0AT2330
WRITE(61,30) (X(J1.J=1.KK1) ADAT2340

30 FORMAT(2X,7F11.5) ADAT2350
115 CALL EXIT ADAT2360

END ADAT2370



SUBROUTINE SOLVE(RSTARII8FINIaoLOPACE)
COMMON RAO, RmoD1WtTIEIHHtP
DIMENSION RAo(13)4(327),E(4)tHH(4)02(4)
ADDm0.

KyK5TAR,REiNT

VAIV.,(74,001050ACE)
ANS uRR.14440
ANS 11(1./ ANS) **15

RAD(Wme0144100(K)*ANS
132 ADDIAADDO.

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE MATRIX(G)
COMMON RAD, RRI10011711E,HHIP
DIMENSION RAD(131.0(327)0E(4)0H(4),R(4)
G34GoR
OA83AG
OETO2**(2.*830083AG4)
DETGA1./OETO
E(1)ADET6*(2.*(1.120,03).84.. SOW
E(2)=OETB41(2.*(01.2.*G))
E(3)DETO*(0+84.2**03)
E(4)AOETG*0.1.1
MM(1) cOET8414.410..1.+2.410/4.04..5.4103)
MM(2) DETWICA.A(4.9(03..8).64))
HH(3)DETB*(1.904+8.40.11.403)
HH(4)010ETO*4.
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE CHAN8(0)
COMMON fon, RRID,W,Y,E,HHO
DIMENSION RAM(13)0(327).E(4)+HH(4)00(4)
G3VIO
6463*G
DET06201(2010+30183+84)
DETBal./DETO
P(1) nrre.(40.(.10,20.0)434.5.83)
P(2)ADETEP(4,914.*(83.8)64),
P(3)0DETO*(3.*GA,AA.*G11.4163)
RI4)ADET0404.
RETURN
END

SOLV 10
SOLV 20
SOLV 30
SOLV 40
SOLV 50
SOLV 60
SOLV 70
SOLV 80
SOLV 90
SOLV
SOLV

100
10

SOLV 120
SOLV 130

MTRX 10
MTRX 20
MTRX 30
MTRX 40
MTRX SO
MTRX 60
MTRX 70
MTRX 80
MTRX 90
MTRX 100
MTRX 110
MTRX 120
MTRX 130
MTRX 140
MTRX 150
MTRX 160
MTRX 170

CMNG 10
CMNG 20
CMNG 30
CMNG 40
CHN$ SO
CMNG 60
CHN$ 70
CNNR 80
CHN$ 90
CNN, 100
COINS 110
CHNB 120
CMNG 130
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Figure A- 8. Continued.
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A- 9 . Poten Listing

DECK SEOUENrE FOR PTEN

PROGRAM PoTEm PTEN 10
C THIS PROGRAM ComPUTFS THE SECONDARY POTENTIAL(F(J,JJ)1 ON THE PTEN 20
C SURFACE OF THE EARTH AN() FORMS THE RESULTANT POTENT/AL,(V(I.J)). PTEN 30
C THE PORTION OF THE PIPELINE LENGTH CONSIDERED(AXIAL) AS THE MAJOR PTEN 40
C CONRTIMUTInm.WITH INCREMENT(BACK).70 THE SEGMENT STRIP PLOTTED, PTEN SO
C PARALLEL TO THE AXIORSTEP1 WITH INCREMENT(8ACK1), ANO REPPENOICULARPTEN 60
C TO THE PIPFLINF(FOETi HITH INCREMENT(BACK1).THE INITIAL TRANSVERSE PTEN 70
C COORDINATE LOCATION IS 001. PTEN 80

COMMON RAnOR.W.Y PUN 90
DIMENSION O(190).r(57. 7).RAn(131 ,V(57, 71 PTEN 100
COATHON/DATA/AxIAL.BACKOSTEP.FOR.7MIN.R.4MIN.RACK1.JJ PTEN 110
OATAtAXIAL=12.1251e( HACK4.125).(8sTEP24.5),(FORm.675),(2..Tmo.0 PTEN 120

1 )4(R4,125 ),(,piTN=1 1.18ACK12.125),Tjj:11 PTEN 130
JCHANG4 RsTEP/RACw1 PTFN 140
KMAX: (AXTAL/RACK) 4.1. PTEN 150

K142,44*-1 PTEM 160
KK121 ; A

C INPUT THE LEAKAGE CuRPENT(D(..)).COmPUTED IN THE /MAT PROGRAM. PTEN 180PFAD 52.In(J).J2KKI.KmAX1 PTEN 190
C SET INITIAL AXTAL VIEWING COORD/NATEM,THE ORIGIN IS AT THE END PTEN 200
C OF THE PIPELINE. INITIALIZE PERPENDICULAR COORDINATE LOCATION(R), PTEN 210

24 RR 014442 PTEN 220
Y2..27S PTEM 230

C INITIALIZE_ TuCmcMENT AFL. PTEN 240
OEL=4ACK1 PTEN 250

C BEGIN EVALUATION nF THE SECONDARY POTENTIAL INTEGRAL. PTEN 260
A2 DO 22 J2JmIN,JCHAN6 PTEN 270

C SOLVE COMPUTES THE KERNEL FUNCTION FOR THE INTEGRAL ENO TERMS. PTEN

:3:1040

CALL 2OLVF(1.1,2ATN.A.RACK)
AK=KI

PTEN300
FPTTE'CALL SOL'FIKI.K11,7mTN.(AK-1.12RACK.9-KI.RACK1

EVAL= PACK*I4.*RA0(4).RA0(1014RAD(1))/3. PTEN 320HACK PTEN 330
INTI=K1 PTEN 340

63 K=I PTEN 350
7=7HINA. PTEN 360

17 SOMA =0. PTEN 370
50:4? as0. PTEN 380

C COmPUTE THE mATN RonY OF THE INTEGRAL. PTEN 390
16 ncuo l = .01 ..U(K.1) PTEN 400

OCUR? = .ol c)(K+2) PTEN 410
pAost. 2 4k .(Ym7)222 PTEN 420
PAOSU 2 a(Y. Q.10) **1 PTFN 430
SUM = SLJ'4 olcuro * ( ./ PADSUm)**( .5)) PTEN 440
SUM? = SOM2 onCURP2(() ./ kAn2U )22( .5)) PTFN 450
IF(2-TNT1.3112,18,12 PTEN 460

12 x=1(.2 PTEN 470
7 2lop.o PTEN 4E10
Gn if 16 PTFN 490

C sImRsoN EVALUATION oF INTEGRAL IS COMPLETE AT A VIEWING LOCATION. PTEN 500
18 EVAL=H4 (4.4S044.s11m7.2. ) /3.EvAL PTFm 510

95 F(J,JJ)= FOAL PTEN 520
C CHECK TO SEF IF ALL VIEW POINTS APE COMPUTED. PTEN 530

22 Y2Y.EDFL PTFN 540
TF(H.GF. FOR)41,66 PTEN 55066 RaR.E0FL PTEN
JJ2JJel PTEN 575600

92 GO To 24 PTEN 580
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41 wHITE GuTP07 TAPE A1.906 PTEN 590
906 FoRHATt2x, 9KH THE ALLDAT POTENTIAL IT CALCULATEc THE

PTEN 610lEGRAL OF LEAKAGE FURRENT TIMES THE DERIVATIVE/1
wRITE161.907 )

907 FORmAT(2X.939OF THE KFRNEL,THIS INTEGRAL DESCRIBES THE FFF CT DPONPTEN 630
1 POINT Y GE cuHRENT AT ALL OTHER POINTS. //) PTEN 640

C OUTPUT THE SECONDARY POTENTTAL,F(....). PTEN 640
WRITE(61.q2)(ff(J.JJ),J,41.71.J41.JCHANG) PTEN 660
40ITF(62,521((E(J.JJ).JJ=1.7).J1.JCHANG1 PTEN 670

52 FORmAT(2x.7F11.6) PTEN ARO
C INPUT THE PRI .ARY RnTENTIAL(V(..)) FROM THE EDAT PROGRAM. PTEN 690

PEAR Sp, ( Iv (J,T) , Tel , 7) 11J21 ,JCHANG)
no 9 T=1.7

PTEN
77N

!!!! !!!

DO 4 J=1.JCHAmG
4 v(J,I)=v(J.I)-F(J,I)
5 CONTINUE

wRITE(61.909)
908 FokmA7(2x,4mH THE RESULTANT POTENTIAL SHALL NOW RE PRTNTED./1 PTEN 740

PTEN 770C OUTPUT THE RESULTANT POTENTIAL V(I.J1
WRITE(62,92)(tV(L.I1,141.7),JF1.4CAANG1
syRITE (61.92) ( (V (J.11021.7) +J=1AJCHANG) PTEN 790
END PTEN 800

132

SURRGUTImE SGL4FAKSTAP.KETNI.2.L.RPACE)
cntAmo RAGON.w,Y
DIMENSION RAn(13)0(190)
ADO*0.
DO 112 soKSTAR.KETNT
NIAK.PL

WaY-(740o*SOACE
ANS =RR.w4bw
ANS =((1./ ANS)** .9)

RAD(N)= AD(K)*Ams
ADDFADO+1.
RETURN
ENO

sour
SOLV
SOLV
SOLV
SOLV
SOLV
SOLV
SOLV
SOLV
SOLV
SoLv
SOLV
SOLV

In
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
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APPENDIX B

This appendix discusses the geophysical model equations (6, 10,

18) derived for a three layered resistive earth. In 1929, Hummel's

original paper, in German, described a model which considered a.

three layered earth with a D. C. injection electrode, insulated along

its surface except at the end, inserted to the depth d in the upper-

most crust. Hummel's equations for a single surface injection elec-

trode (d = 0) shall be presented. By superposition, the effects of

the two injection electrodes shall be introduced to formulate the total

potential within the layered earth. The electric field in a direction

parallel to the buried pipeline shall be written. Basic to all the com-

putations for the primary electric field, the potential, and the second-

ary fields, is the kernel K(x, a). This kernel function shall be

identified and discussed. References (10, 18) show that the kernel

function may be related to an infinite set of reflection coefficients.

The equations presented form the basis of the computation portion of

this paper relevant to the program FIELDMAP. By adapting the ker-

nel function, the various other programs are also shown to depend

strongly upon Hummel's solutions.

The Geophysical Model for the Earth and the Solution
of Equations Pertinent to it

For almost five decades, geophysicists have considered various
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models which may describe the earth electrically. These models are

surveyed in some depth by Sunde (19). The most important models

consider either an exponentially varying depth conductivity model or

a flat layered earth with conductivities which are discrete within the

layers, but which vary from layer to layer. This discrete type model

leads to a separation of the variables solution in cylindrical co-

ordinates. A conductivity, varying exponentially with depth, also

leads to a separation of the variables solution. The model which this

paper utilized is the former. Cantwell and his collaborators (3) pre-

sented data which correlated with a layered model of the earth in the

Northwest. Although the view of the earth as a layered resistive half-

space is not the most sophisticated, an abundant amount of data (19)

does exist to justify its use. Furthermore, it was not the intention of

this paper to establish new geophysical models. Therefore, an estab-

lished model, for which the equations exist and which could readily

be manipulated (6), was chosen.

The Boundary Value Problem of a Layered Earth

Consider a half-space consisting of three layers whose conduc-

tivities are o-1' o- and Cr
3'

respectively. The first layer shall

have a depth h, the second a thickness of h ]:
The third is con-

sidered to be of infinite extend.

The boundary value problem is to solve Laplacets equation in



cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z)

v
2V(r, 0, z) = 0

subject to the boundary conditions

av
cr 1 az

1 = 0 at z = 0, r 0

ay.
1

avi.+1
T.

1
- Cr.

aZ 1+1 aZ

at the 6.1 and Cr
i+1

interfaces. In addition

V. = V.
1 1+1

at the intersection of the cr.
1

and v.
1+1

interfaces.
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(B. 1)

(B. 2)

(B. 3)

Several authors have investigated the above problem in much

detail (6, 10, 17, 18). The problem is separable in cylindrical co-

ordinates and the result of Hummel shall now be given. The potential

distribution valid in the uppermost layer is the one of interest.

Ip1

2Tr R1 R2

00 kn+1
1

r 2
+(z+2(n+1 )h)

2
]
1/ 2

n =0 1

0o
n+1

co kn+1
k

1 1
_ +

r 2+(z+2(n+1)h) 211/2 / [r 2+( -2(r1+1)h)2 1/2
n=0 1n= 2

kn+1
1

2
+ (1-ki)k2

[r2+(z-2(n+l)h) 11

(n+l)kni

[4+(z+21-114-2(n+1)h)211/2
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where

00

f C(1 kl
n=0

n

m=1

m-1)m - (1-k 2 )n(n+l)k2

2 1

+
1 1

2j f
2+

1

2 1/ 2
1

(z- 6h
1
+2(n+1)h) )[r 1

00

- (i_k)k
2 1

fEa-k
2

1

n=0 m=1

m- 1 )m - (1 -kl2 )n(n+l)k
2

2 1
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+ (n+l)kl kn 2
2

11 (B. 4)
1 1 [r2+(z- 6h1+2(n+l)h)211 / 2

r
1

= [(x-p) 2+ y
2 1/ 2 = radial distance from positive D.C. injec-

tion electrode;

r
2

= [(x+13)
2+

y231/
2 = radial distance from the negative D.C.

R1

R2

k
1

=

2+z2]1/ 2

22+z
2]1/2

injection electrode;

= reflection coefficient at first and second layer in-

terface;

-CF 3k2 - reflection coefficient at second and third layer in-
2 0-2 -kr

3

terface.

The development of the equation for the surface layer of a three lay-

ered earth into this set of infinite series can be viewed as a set of
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reflections. These reflections, from the interfaces, can be built up

in a tedious manner (18), piece by piece. To explain, the 1/R1 and

1 / R
2

terms represent the solution for a homogeneous half-space.

The first infinite series

oo kn+1
1

n=0 1
[r 2+(z- 2(n+1 )h)

211 2
(B. 5)

represents multiple reflections of the positive surface D. C. injection

electrode from the first interface at z = h. Clearly, this is a sat-

isfactory conclusion since, for the first series entry whose denomina-

tor is 1/[r 2 +(z- 2h)] 1/ 2, the total distance traveled to the viewpoint
1

(x, y, z) is -h + (z-h). The remaining terms in the series, in fact

the terms in each series, can be interpreted in a like manner.

A digital computer program was written for Equation (B. 4) with

z = 0. The negative derivative of Equation (B. 4) in a direction par-

allel to the x or y axis with z = 0 forms the main equation of

the FIELDMAP program. The ratio V/ -i7r, which is of particular

interest, is the kernel function K(x, 1, y, z).

The FIELDMAP equation for a pipeline lying parallel to the plane

z = 0 can be found in the following manner;
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1
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(B. 7)

The orthogonal sets of curves, Figures 17 through 25 of the

main text, for a pipeline parallel to the XZ plane used Equation

(B. 6); Figures 8 through 16 for a pipeline perpendicular to the XZ

plane used Equation (B. 7). If the pipeline is oriented in a random

direction, the angle shown in Figure B-1, must be determined.
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Figure B-1. A top view of the earth showing the angles of interest
for computing the primary field parallel to an arbi-
trarily oriented pipeline axis.

From .the geometry, it is seen that

a + 4 = 180° - A = constant (13. 8)

since 8 is a constant for a particular pipeline. This suggests a

method for programming the angle monitoring system on the digital

computer. The primary field of interest may now be derived by a

weighted summation of the readily available components Ex and E .

Denoting the variable E as the field component in question, i. e. ,

the component parallel to the pipeline, it is found, from geometric

arguments, that
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E0 = -Ex cos [180° -040] + E cos [a-(90° -0]

Ee = -Ex
cos 0 + E cos (0-90°) (B. 9)

y

E0 = -Ex cos 0 + E sin 0.

Thus, any arbitrarily oriented primary field component may be de-

scribed. In particular, this paper covers the two extreme situations,

0 = 0°, 0 = 90° which are the cases of a pipeline parallel to a

line joining the injection electrodes and perpendicular to a line joining

the injection electrodes, respectively.

The kernel function K(x, 13, y, z) shall be used extensively

throughout the programs. K (x, t, a), its surface plane evaluation

derivative on the pipeline, (y = a, z = 0) weighs the secondary field

integral where

dK(x, a) aid
J dx a

(B. 10)

Here, it must be understood that a co-ordinate reorientation exists.

The field integral kernel which is referenced to the pipeline axis

weights the distributed transverse sources
adt. Physically each

source is of the same type as the point source of an injection elec-

trode. To these distributed sources, the strata interfaces appear as

discontinuities which have reflection properties exactly the same as

ai
an injection electrode. When each element dt is summed, theat
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integral (B. 10) follows. The kernel used in the program for the sec-

ondary field is a reduced form since only the first entries make any

appreciable contribution to the integral.


